
   
  

 A FILL IN WHILE WORKING ON
ARMAGEDDON ~WARLIKE IMAGE 

                                                                     n o s  =  W e    t r a d a m u s  =  C o n v e y  

you can allow a person a right to defend themselves and their years of diligent STUDY   
 albeit combined with errors ~ thereby learning the hard way; in order to clarify the very 
muddied ideas of some so called ʺexpertsʺ no matter how much they think they are like the 

good docteur to look at:  C+F  PANSY with me secretly chuckling about exactly where and who 
Nostradamus is these days!  C . F .   9  4 6  3 ,  4  1 7–  and not just that, but David Huggins accidentally painted 
Our Gift/We convey!  I do believe David was t'asked to media his contactee status.  As we all are.                           
To be fair to some Nostradamus scholars, if they never had the astrological, astronomical,  &  the  other 
hands-on experiences* under their belt – then how can they gnow where to start?      The Answer is this: 
To be successful in comprehending the works of Our Gift NostraDamus, one really needs to have done 
the groundwork. Read The Preface, Read The Epistle, go thru the Latin correspondences translating for 
oneself,  and other manuscripts,  and try not to second guess such things as the "expert" quoting in  1 81 

"oh the number nine was just a slip up, when we know it was seven who went up in the Challenger"...  all 
taken on the "hint" in line four within 1 81 as "thiacol", from what publication I cannot say he was using, 

because in all three "AUTHENTIC"**
c/f.5 98 1editions of mine, none had it the way the ʺexpertʺ in his  own 

explanation did. The Quatrains quoted may have merit in light of them each having at least two meanings. 
Plus there is a need to remember that I am not the "denial  people, or the faulty scholar  whisperer". 
Including here, while on the subject of "experts" (def. of 'expert' – a drip under pressure) and watching 
my favorite historian dissect megaliths when she gave me a tremendous red hot jolt of disappointment.  
She introduced Nostradamus (in the middle of a discourse on  weathering of megaliths at Petra) that he 
could only describe things from "a Catholic point of view" therefore his perceptions  could only be from 
that perspective. She, making this statement shortly after saying "we cannot think the same way that previous 

civilisations did".   I had no idea she was so narrow minded.  Especially after she produced  such videos as  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_Qthy_p0nc the Medieval Knights Armour as EXOSKELETON       

Her Nostradamus comment is a perfect example of  "a little knowledge being dangerous..."  to her reputation.  
She, of all people, gnowing the docteur was born 840 years ago, viz: I343 (now) minus y503 his real birth year. 

Screenshots herein.        Hint: there are nine stars in the Pleiades. The 'misquoted' verses will follow. 
If I am sounding churlish, well, it is because I am.  My Dander,  my Liver,  and my Spleen are all Up. 9 46 3  

From CONSCIENCE, CONSCIOUSNESS & QUBITS: 

 
*other hands on experiences, such as the need to have been a jillaroo, a proof reader, a contactee, receiving time gate visits    
and being supplied with the "Triple Method".  No one noticing that it (his works) only ever used the word "tripod" once, 
and that was in  the smoke screen  called The Epistle to Henri II.  One such unintentional smoke screen, because everyone took 
it in the uneducated way, was the description, mentioned seven times, regarding the "SECOND & THIRD PEOPLES FROM ANTE 
CHRIST" and NOT antƚchrist, the correct spelling and intention are reiterated in quatrians 8 77 and 10 66.   Anyone with the 
tenacity to translate the Latin correspondences  for themselves, was more likely to find some answers.   Such as Lettre #32  
in which not only the "triple method"  was cued, but the name Parks appears, too.        I.E. the Latin referring to not just one 
gender of Parks, but,  meaning at least four or five of them named world wide – all named in the Quatreins.  
            We shall see in a little while how Quatrains 8 77 & 10 66  tie in with the one misused: numbered  1 81 (pg 20) 

 

 

 
8 77 appears in LEONARDO LINES Plucked out of ADRIATIC 

The third ant christ very soon annihilated ,    1 81 page 20 e
(reptilian hybreds,  due to ice age, even tho' they dwell under) 

Twenty-seven years her bloody war endured,     (from 2003) 
The unbelievers are dead, captive, exiled; (refugees thru Europe) 

Blood, human bodies, red water.   covering earth. 

10 66 

The prime minister via  American reign, ***  

Will burdon the isle of  Scotland by   HAARP – weather war 

King Reb [rabbi] will face an ant christ so false,  E
the reptilian-bred nephilim, Alcyonese – Atlas –Maia 

That they will be put in the conflict all combined. 
*** American reign... remember this? ... 
42. All People Born in the USA Since 1933 Are 'Slaves' Or 'Cargo' — And It's All Legal 

If   

her bloody 
war endured 
being QEII, 
with William 

owning  Serco 
& Obamacare 

** Cont.Find 

AUTHENTIC 

 

1 75 1  NELL,  LET  NONE 
TYRANNISE YOU: NOT ONCE    

For anyone who is still taking these works 

as entertainment  (they were meant to be 

just a filler for my dotage) do C+F+INDIUM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_Qthy_p0nc


   
  

THANKS TO FDR SIGNING US ALL AWAY IN THE FALSE OFF WORLD “TREATY” – WHICH WAS FOLLOWED 
AND RATIFIED BY EISENHOWER IN THE GREADA “TREATY”. TRADING “MAN [DNA] FOR TECHNOLOGY” 
*** 43. The following Foreign Countries are registered as Corporations with The United States:    

ƚsrael, Turkey, Italy, Hungary, Sweden, Finland, Argentina, Colombia, Brazil, The Philippines, South Korea, Japan, 
Jamaica, South Africa, Canada and  "Commonealth of Australia". — Source [link]     all under the Vatican 

LONDRESL'AMERICH  10 66  CHARMERS, LIARS,  OANNES DREAMERS  just as ante christ quatrains  say –   
SHE ROLLS IN HOE/Boötes in Libra  or HOE/Arcturus IN ROLLS- referring to "and the great translation will be in October that everyone will 
think she has lost her gravity"      HOE  As an obsolete decan  date was the last ten days in Virgo which is  the period September 12 - 22  
but, just like the Celtic zodiac, has now become "moved" at least 18 days.                 with geological "translation" meaning  moving earth   
noting that September 22nd and 18 days = October 10.   I just realized that I562 (J562) + the cipher of 458 = 2020 & see "2020" forum 

CONSIDER’D ARM  HELL.  Arm is Cepheus from which come the Seraphim.  REMINDER: MEALS CHILDREN in CAR/Yule 
10 66 EƑCOFFEROYREB  codes within codes – the reason for capitalized words – explained in LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED  8 46 4 EDIT STORIES, CODES REFER CODES 
REFER COY ROBE/hidden FORCE  BY  'FREE',release REEF, pull in CORE  OFF, FRY. OF/from  COFFEE-BERRY/red  BEEF/Aldebaran  OannesCRY/tell-yell 

 

De coq & d'aigle de France freres trois.        Of cock (cockerel/Mantids) and of eagle(Anu)  three brothers (elite) of France 8 46 4 

 
 

 ... from The Epistle to Henri II     "Second/third peoples from ante/before christ"  –  the fallen 'angels' 

1. Then the great Empire of the AntE will begin where once was Attila's empire  and the new Xerxes christ 

with great and countless numbers, so that the coming of the Holy Ghost, proceeding from will descend 
the 48th degree, will make a transmigration, chasing out the abomination from... 

2. the Ante , faifant guerre contre le Royal qui fera  ... christ

 
3. ...city including "Pampotamia" and "mesopotamia" of Europe at forty five, and others of 41, 42  and 47 

degrees... The said reign of the second Ante [peoples]will last only to the death of him who was born christ 

at the beginning of the age. Age of Pisces if this age is meant, but a millwheel age starts with Virgo.  See the smoke screen? 
(Nanna – who was executed on the spot August 2018 by the Court of Councils) 

source P.B. /S.S.P. stated to me firsthand 
Le susdicts regne de (4 Ant christ) ne durera que iusques au definement de ce n'ay pres de l'âge et de l'Antéchrist 

l'autre à la cité de Plancus  (Lyons) accompagnés de l'élu de Modone Fulcy, par Ferrare, maintenu par Liguriens 
Adriatiques, et de la proximité de la grande Trinacrie. 

"le" saying singular 
4. It will be at this time and in these countries that the infernal power will set the power of its adversaries 

against the Church of Jesus Christ. These will constitute the second Ante people]. christ [

 
5. After that antechrist will be the infernal prince [Sirius] again, for the last time. All the Kingdoms of 

Christianity will tremble, even those of the infidels, [?]  for the space of twenty-five years. 

 
EPISTLE ORIGINAL  From Salon this 27th of June, ƚ558. 

Done by Michel Nostradamus at Salon-de-Crau in Provence . 

 TO TAKE NOTE  DETAILS 

when using Ante-christ it is the Christ part which is rarely capitalised 

When using ANTÉ it is accentuated  that it has no ʺ iʺ  but is using the ʺ é ʺ  word is “Ante = before” 

and in the Epistle, stated five times, it is the ante-christ 'second peoples',and 'third peoples' meaning 

in the Epistle, naming them the  “second” (peoples) with the 'second' and  ‘third’ peoples on our planet from before the 

times of Christ ... saying not humanity ~ i.e:  the left over Nephilim 

Some time ago I found a paragraph in the Epistle (it 

may have been another of his documents) which stated 
"third peoples from Antechrift". In my hurry to get this 

article completed I am having trouble finding it. 
So – there will be an entire pdf forum regarding this 

set of "future histories" which, when I go thru it word 

by word; will declare itself.  This is how my "finds" are! 



   
  

 
I want you to notice that the prefix of a capital "i" is not a number one. That the words "seventh millenium" 
relate to the understanding of dating prior to ƚ583, January, when pope Gregorius added the number one and 
removed the prefix so he could place the A.D. suffix – which  I believe to mean ante-dium (before the day – of 
return) and not "year of our lord".  Simply because of the  illustration which does show both the prefix and the 
suffix. Why would they say "in the year of our lord 527 in the year of our lord"? 

 

the lower case  ʺ i ʺ prefix is quite clear 

it stands for Ieosus, the Greek form of Ysus 
followed by the 

that only makes sense if used in the context of 
"Before the Day" –  of his [unknown] return 
thus speaking of the Messsssiah 
Just below the screenshot showing the years with 
a capital 'I' are the words 
from the Epistle::  
Minerva libera non invita 

Minerva released unsummoned 
     MORAL R.O. LIBRARIAN INVENTIVE O'   
     INNOVATIVE ANIMAL-MAN-BRAIN,  
     BRAVE,  VALIANT, VIBRANT 
Minerva – goddess of strategic warfare 
and suspected time gate user 

followed on the next page (117) with the smoke screen in italics  tripode æneo = brass tripod 

 
Nowhere else in any of the works of Nostradamus are these words used. Brass saddle;  yes, but not tripod 
1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain) NOR does   1 2 1 La verge en mai miƒe au milieu de BRANCHES 

1 2 1 The disk in hand enacting through the SEE~ER connections/cronor visor ('vierge' = blank disc) 

"Third peoples from ante/before christ" -  the product of the nephal = "elite" is a no show in the Preface to Cesar ... 
in the light of various 'disguised history' studies by a few brave video makers – the "second" peoples would be the fallen 
angels from The Pleaides, currently under Antarctica - and the "third" peoples the long skull very tall Aryan which seem to 
have been almost world wide including pre history America. Also known as Tartarian, & "the elite". My view is that there 
is a running hint  connecting the banners/flags of ancient China, Tartaria also seen in the lower strip of the Bayeux tapestry!  

  
 

34 1559 Sur ladicte  l'An 
Poeur, glas, grâd pille. passer mer, croistre regne, 
Sectes, Sacrez outre mer plus polis: 
Peste, chaut, feu, Roy d'Aquilon l'enseigne. 
Dresser trophée. cité d' HENRIPOLIS. 

I559. Sur ladicte (dictated) because Nostradamus hands were crippled 
Nell] lament great pillage, the sea to pass the (sea) realm to increase, 
Sects, holy ones more polite beyond the (heavenly) sea: 
Plague, heat, fire, King of Aquilon/Normandy ensign (Bayeux Tapestry)      

City of Henricopolis (Virginia) to erect a trophy  

Aquilon = Aquila = Altair: the large nosed "Semitic" grayles "of the north" bordered by Ophiuchus, Serpens, Scutum, Sagitta  

  5 98 1 A quarante huit degre  climaterique  (‘q’ = ‘c’ & 'k') from the Computer Programmed Anagrams Template  by Pr Allan Webber
 **

AUTHENTIC  MDLV (i555) METRICAL/poetry line   RECLAIM AND  EDIT  UURECKAGE repeated as follows 
2 79 2    Subjuguera la gene cruelle & fiere:  Will subjugate the cruel and proud people: 
ARGENTAL/silver GRAAL /Casseopean  LETS allows AGENT USE TRUE CENTURIES  C+F+AUTHENTIC  LANGUAGE    the triple method
FLEETS ENERGIES FIRE GREUU BUSIER ("ethnical giants stealing helical casing") BURIES CRUEL ELITE RULER LIFE 

~ OR~ 
A 

AGe 

o

r

A

r

written I557= 25 
years before  pope 
Gregori altered the 

prefix from "i/y " to 

a number ʺ 1 ʺ in 
late y582 changing 
calendars to fiscal 

 

 
(y865) 



   
  

9 46 3 Le chef du mal deffous l'umbre des courges:     The chief cause of the evil is under the shadow of gourdes: (the Cup, the holy Graal) 
In Da Vinci's "Riddles"  the Gourde is the Cup/Graal/Casseopea. This is speaking of the deep state shadow govern ment evil, which is not earthling born 

Line four says: Prognostications (are) to strangle  carnal  death.  In essence, this is all saying the same as : from  Paul in Eph. 6:12  KJV 

“for we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,  against the rulers of the darkness of the world, against spiritual..." 

wickedness in high places".   ... yet not many of us heed what this really means! 
DAMSEL MEAD,  DAMOSELS, my daughters  SCOURGED went thru the Template [herein] CODES  ƑCHEDULES:  

(C+F+AUTHENTIC)  I am still wondering why everyone (including A Webber) is using the "repaired" centuries... except Erika Cheetham 
/relates to ‘envy’ of finding the quatrains ciphers  URGED BREED ROGUES CREEDS (this was done very 

early in the t'ask – the result became 84 EXTRA TERRESTRIALS  a term used infrequently, because many are not from outside Earth. 
 SOULS FEUDING OVER the MALUSED Centuries, the non-authentic  URGED/causing ROGUE faulty CREEDS results 

9 46 3 IMAGE MELLOUU SAGE MICHEL EMERGED AS ELDER CHERUB and see he is pointing at Valgrind, of the "latticed face"  
 crop square. The laced hint was from water and here it is as  LUX in the inspired painting done by David Huggins C+F+9 46 3

 5 93 4   Qui les Anglois mettra a defconfiture.   Who will put the English into confusion 
IS  SCATTERED  UNFIT CODES  would EQUAL  LOSING TRUE  SELIQUE  OANNES  MATTERS  such as 1 100 3, where 
the “authentic/original” Quatrain found the topic and where other modern “repaired” language could not. Where 
Selique Oannes [Uan = Van=Anu] means those from Sirius B. which seem to prefer the Urals , Middle East & Europe. 

 
David Huggins – bless him! Painted many things which 
appear in these texts, such as TEN FOOT YETI  & Elders 
8 52 3 Poytiers  
YES, IS (PRO YETI) TYPE YPRE PIE'S Nostr. POETRY STORY 
PROSE – YET ROSE-PORT SPY  STOP PITY  
SIR, Marduk PET OSPREY/Horus PRIEST-POSER OPT RISE PITS, 
POISE SET POE, directed energy fires TRY PREY OYSTER;  
PYRITE ORE PYRE .               ORMUS .  OYSTER means Earth 
o POE = human combustion. ORE is a key word for in Pisces or  
4 17  Changer a Beaune, Nuy, Chalos, & Digeon, 
NEED HEED YAH – .     AS HOLY NICE 

 READ  BEARER HONOURABLE YOUNGER ELDER 
  Nostradamus–SAGE  SEE  UUADEN  HILL

April 2017 cropcircle      NELL DOES  ANNOUNCE YHWH  INNUENDOS.  
Just for the sake of interest, in his book I AM DARIUS, R.R. Giroux 
even mentions in passing that "Nostradamus is in the other 
moonship" & EZRA: ''the 45th and the 46th president will die in 
office '' … Obama is the 44th  
from ''I AM DARIUS''  R.R. GIROUX – A  book of DISINFORMATION 
This book of Giroux speaks of warfare and reincarnations. 

Consequently the god he speaks of is En.lil/YHWH 
It is exactly in the same manner that Giroux is Darius/ 
Antony, that Celtic Bran The Beloved  is St. Michael & 
becomes  Chani the Younger Elder, who gave us this work 
One of the other reasons I AM DARIUS  is mis-information: 
stating Marduk is Ra, when quite the opposite is the truth.  
Who is the Younger Elder Nostradamus pointing at?  It looks like Valgrïnd to me. The Face Laced by LUX Water 
In the pdf files HOW ENKI OPERATES  page 19 spotted in the frontispiece of:  PREDICTIONS  :A ROVEN 

Chez Pierre Hubault, tenant fa Boutique :en la rue Efcuyere, à l'enfeigne du Croiffant. 
Right in your faces are the words "en lumiere grand' diligence reueues" = enlightening made with great inspection/review. 

First lines directly under PREDICTIONS ...iufques  en l'á mil cinq ces quatre vingtz trois,  
= these five eighty-three the first made millenium, (his "millenium" being "†500",  into  I583, Gothic Calendar) 

 

46 3 IMAGE MELLOUU SAGE MICHEL MERGED ELDER CHERUB 

         and see he is pointing at Valgrind, of the "latticed face"  
         crop square. The laced hint was from water and here it is LUX 



   
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The craft to the top right appeared over my place May 2000 – chased by at least eleven silver orbs, that we 
could count. This was the event in 2 44 "the Eagle circles the encampment, is chased off by other birds".  
How do I Know this refers to these craft and my camp?  Because of lines three and four. 
Some would point to a lack of humility... but the event was six years before I began slogging through the 
Centuries just out of curiosity, and there was never for a moment any thought the craft related to me. Not 
until I saw the ships in the video frame, when I recognised  them as the same that swooped across my hills. 

 

 
o ART LEMON refers to the lemons on the table of The Last Supper. Each lemon is the position to draw a line 

straighty up, then each side is mirrored and returned to the other half to provide the hidden entities 

o 4 44 1 Lous much lauded gros de Mende,de Roudés & Milhau  publication & see different spelling in y 557 edition  ƚ555

o 4 44 1 omitted by the template.      Deux  two gros de Mëde, de Rodés & Milhau      y 557  and    J edition 562  

o 4 44 1    Doux kept subdued Gros de Mende, de Roudés & Milhau   
MEAD: SOUND  GOOD IDEA USE SAGE’S HUMDRUM  UERSION;  MODERN MUGS ODIUM SOURED, that DISHONOURED 
editionAS  UUELL AS   DESIGNED ROUGH DIAMOND UERSION ~ MUGS  IGNORED.  
RECLAIM/yes, I had to find them AUTHENTIC  METRICAL AND EDIT  UURECKAGE. GUNS REMEDIED, UNDID HIDEOUS U.N. 

4 44 1      y 555  publication 4 44 1      y 557 publication 

 
8:70:4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie  Black of aspect, Earth horrible  Allan Webber’s  Template 

TIME
.
PERIOD

.
ON

.
SPHENOID

.
SHIP-RODE

.
IN

.
HIS

.
OTHER

.
SPHEROID

.
MOONSHIP in his book “I Darius” the author states Nostradamus was on the “other” mother ship 

MENTION EMOTIONS, HORRIBLE IONOSPHERE                            image here from www.unknowncountry.com 



   
  

  

The very first one,  y555, printed only up to C4 Q53   Compare these two original publications. What do you see? 

You see the hint to anagram all the quatrain lines.     Oh, and the very first word, with vastly differing meanings. 

 
For the edification of those who like to follow people who reckon they are reincarnations of famous people, such as  David 
Wilcock, [who could still be, complete with lessons to learn] and the one mentioned earlier who likes to produce one image 
that is supposed to be a likeness of Nostradamus – compare to these portraits.  One painted by Da Vinci (who did meet the 
Docteur, and who died in France) and the other portraits painted by his son Cesar. 

 

   portrait positioned/placed after(the manner)of  passing through fields 
o rustic person image [put] in situ...   =  Nostradamus in The Last Supper     

A: Casseopean: SAGE, Nostradamus LOCUST,Mantid  IN  LOCUS  AT  ARTIST’S Da Vinci’s LEO  ICON in The  

where the unhaloed Jesus turns into a Lion using the cut/axe, reverse/mirror and rejoin, at each table lemon method. 



   
  

9 46 3 Le chef du mal deffous l'umbre des courges: (in the directives – how to use the template, to "affricate1,  aphesis & use ditrochee") 
taken from the Template to be looked at again because Allan had not used the two "ffʺ as 'eff' but as 'ess'. ('u' = 'v') 

  (oh heavens to mergatroid – this is what I certainly did with the introduction to this pdf!) MEAD GRUMBLES CHURL'SH
CHEESED-OFF SHE SCUFFLED/SHUFFLED  UUITH OTHERS OF  SMUG EGOS. ODDFELLOUU  BLUFFER  DEVOIR HE SCREECHES 
OLDER BUGS' UUELL FORMED GOES GEM BELOUU:  
SUCCEEDS MADE BROUULESS ignoramous SHOUU-OFF FALL; DESIRED COFFERS SUUELLED FULL UUORDLESS. OFFERS NULL 
UUOLF/Rockefeller CHARGED FUDGES UUAS FLAUUED 'GURU' MEDDLESOME HORSE-FACED ARCH-FOE BRAGS OBSCURES AGES:  
SHREUUD FALSE UUORDS treaties GARBLED SCRAUULED BOLD. SUFFERS FROM BLUE GRACEFUL GROUUS...SADDLES, HOLD. 
READ:    FEEBLE MEMORABLE MUSCULAR  A.L.S. BECALMED, DECEASED BLAMEFUL, DEFAMED, DOLEFUL HOGUE.   
o SCUFFLED = struggled   ODDFELLOW – a form of FreeMason, so saying Hogue is a member?    BLUFFER = liar 
o BLUFFER DEVOIR expected to  SCREECH  (aphesis/silent letter used)&('u' = 'v') OTHERS includes Goode, Greer & Wilcock etc. 
o BROUULESS  not a great thinker  SHOUU-OFF pride GOES BEFORE  A  FALL. OFFERS NULL: yes I sat thru a two hour video 

and learned nothing – not forgetting that video became the reason for this pdf forum because he, as the "expert" named 
three quatrains along with their numbers (something my comments have always complained about when other people 
quote the so called intention of a quatrain without its reference). And here I am repairing his false translations.   Makes  
me angry when people do not have the foundations first.     UUOLF is Rockefeller and represents the likes of  Wikipedia. 
Such as another youtube video where the "historian" was breaking great grounds with his hypothesis regarding Pompeii 
not being as old as "history" makes out. Then when "proving" the one thousand years added, he was going great guns until 
he showed a page about phantom ages – pointing at, then skipping over the name Illig.  I wrote him asking why he skipped 
over Illig – who is, along with Niemitz, one of the main proponents of the 324 and a half years removed, &  his answer told 
me he was just another "half-a-job" scholar. 
He said he could not be bothered with the "minutiea" of detail!  His favorite word seemed to be "minutiea".  
IF a person is going to produce a video about the calendars of history being changed – why name only one part and ignore 

the other? The answer is this: the details had him lost. He had not done his Re-search. 
Post Scriptum  He did email me after I wrote this 

They (the details)  had me lost for a while too.  See the Map below.  
I  believe he was more afraid that finding detail of centuries  removed  was going to upset his hypothetical findings. 

o OLDER BUGS – the original Mantids with the Elohim Alliances 

o   see the painting Huggins made of the Younger Elder Nostradamus
o SUUELLED FULL UUORDLESS. OFFERS NULL wanted to make money without providing "the goods" (wordless) 

o BLUE R.O. GRACEFUL  the Andromeda Council some of whom are "tuna blue" GROUUS...  
o SADDLES, ridden, in control HOLD the Plan taking hold 

o MEMORABLE MUSCULAR – either the brain failing and/or the muscles failing which is what A.L.S.  is – as  a motor neurones 
disease. A.L.S. is amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Well, that prognostication is very sad. Maybe it just means not using his  brain 

 

Can you see the dates and more important do you see the NAMES 
!! love the accidental pun on Christophere which in effect means 
"anointed sphere" considering the prevailing 
flat-Earth view at the time. 
The image I have is not easy to see, so replicated here from what I 
can see, copying the upper case "J" and lower case as they appear 
in the picture: 
 

AMERICA  ... – ...     qui  tarn  anno    J 499    

detexts  Chriftosp here   Columbo .                               (Celumbo) 

Ferdinandus   Mage l la  ...  uxj  anno   j  520 .   
fus est   Fra ncifcus  Dracus   Angla is    año   J 579 

Thomas  Candifck    anno   J 587.                   Candisk   Navigator/privateer 

A0  veri   j 600.....                                         (Queen Elizabeth I died j 603) 
año  pui fuit   J 635     ingerfbus  Ailled F. Spilberg              cartographer 

Nic. Grilekerck. fecit 
now – is that a WOW or what! 

Sir Francis Drake was sent by Queen Elizabeth Ist as a "privateer" which is a pseudonym for "sanctioned pirate" on her behalf. 
Speaking of Flat Earth here is a real-time screenshot of Google Earth.  Watching this as a video the stars in the background turn 
with the planet to show their real time positions. Proving the round  earth is as it appears 

qui tarn anno  year who surmounted  
detexts        from (his) written words 
fus est          will  be expanded/grown 
Thomas  Candifck   J587.  i 587  Navigator/Privateer Candisk 

A0  veri             year in truth 
año  pui fuit    year then flown/avoided 
ingerfbus         interfered/meddled/swallow (conned)                       
                           bus=cattle/herd 
fecit                done made make; created; composed; accomplish'd 

 
PART 1: FABRICATED REALITY, INVENTED HISTORY  
Staged Centuries Part 1: Fabricated Reality, Invented History  
Phantom Time, Historical Manipulation 
...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY  
Anonymous View 
 
11 Aug 2016 ... Is The Historical Timeline Presented to Us 
Correct? Are We Really in the 21st Century? Old Maps and 
Illustrations Give Us a Very Different ... 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://us-browse.startpage.com/do/proxy?ep=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&ek=5279686159437073636q6p34497n51714r436p51&ekdata=88d81ebdb72945fddd6ddf7b31a71e0c


   
  

 

I do admit – this video blew my tiny 70 year old mind 

see what you think of the public street poles with no wires 

Full text of "The Annals of America:  

From the Discovery by Columbus ..." 

https://archive.org › stream           America Before Columbus 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ab7LIzcwJw&feature=em-uploademail 

stuck in among the images in the above video – by the way –   and here was an interesting little snippet from an Indian Elder  
if you watch this video – take note of the telegraph poles in 1881 – up the public streets – I could not see any connecting wires. 

Folks, the Indians were Russians/Rus'Aryans from Tartary, its pretty simple whats going on. We have been colonized and our "
history rewritten. Watch ‘The Thing’ from John I know most won’t believe this but these ‘Things’ aren’t from this planet. 
Carpenter. They infect, and take the shape of other humans and/or breed with them and cause fighting and wars amongst 
humans. Everyone on this planet were called Aryans at one time before the invaders set foot here." 
https://www.stolenhistory.org/threads/did-cherokee-indians-build-the-greco-roman-architecture-in-the-u-s.711/ 
cthatruth18 said: " 
 

Not one moment sooner  than I had sent the NIMROD pdf away to be put on the website,  I came across this video 

Why am I annoyed at myself? In this video Phil Schneider adds to the description of Valiant Thor, [a Nimrod] additional 
to his copper based blood and IQ  over 1200 – it has escaped me all this time that Valiant Thor is just on eight feet tall! 

PHIL SCHNEIDER 1 Hr and 9 minutes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3qSkTAJiz8 

 

 

   
9 46 3 Le chef du mal deffouz l'umbre des courges 

  daughters 
                                                                  

  The Astrologer   and the Intuitive   The Collator 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ab7LIzcwJw&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.stolenhistory.org/threads/did-cherokee-indians-build-the-greco-roman-architecture-in-the-u-s.711/
https://www.stolenhistory.org/goto/post?id=12084
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3qSkTAJiz8


   
  

Here, from the  frontispiece  to the first publication ; Since the name HOGUE stands out, this might be better i555

guidance and I am fully prepared to retract my thoughts if this line approaches guiding  that idea: 

 (Collation) Made at Lyon by our Hugh du Puis (signed du Puys) printer 
Faicte a Lyon par nous Hugues du Puis,                                                   (his name du puys says "from then" meaning later on) 
UNPIOUS RUDE FANATIC  HOGUE UUITH UNSATISFACTORY AUTOPSY  STUDIES  OF PECULIAR CENTURIES, 
FATUOUS USURIOUS POPULARITY/ UIA    UNDULY 
PURSUED UUITHOUT FOUNDATION. FOULED UP AS IN RASPUTIN.  PLUS DEFIES INCAUTIOUS SELF-PRAISE ACTIONS 
NEFARIOUS PARASITIC ELITE FUNDS  HIS USEFUL PETULANCY; IS LUNACIES IN YEARS /adder date  

date? SUICIDAL SENSUAL UUEAPONS  SUNDAY "GOLDEN DAUUN" PAUUN FLOUTS SARDONIC PATRIARCHAL* 
ASSURED PROUING DISPLAYS  STUPIDLY ADORES  TRANSLATE FACETIOUS  SURFACE SUSPECT SUSPICIONS AS A GUESS.  
READ: Y-FRONT LEPSARIA GUIDES ARTISAN DA UINCI GENIUS  (I need to add here, since my heart is beating crazy, 
that I had actually placed the Y FRONT image here ON THIS PAGE  long before I began this Hogue line, in order to point out 
I recently  noticed the Y-Front is sporting a set of wings! The Lepsaria have four wings) 
* PATRIARCHAL* it had actually said PATRICIDAL  - killing off of  the Father in heaven information?  

The words were here too    /adder date  Feb 18 – March 17 confirm  February 18 – March 17 ed ASPEN
o Noting the Celtic "clue" cipher [triple method]  of ʺASPʺ is the same date as the Celtic Tree Zodiac [triple method] ʺAspenʺ 
o UNSATISFACTORY AUTOPSY  about Nostradamus  STUDIES  OF  PECULIAR  CENTURIES  a good way to describe the Centuries 
o FANCIES USURIOUS money making  POPULARITY INSINUOUSLY – insinuating, "stealing" appeal unduly using his appearance 
o PURSUED UUITHOUT FOUNDATION.   there is no reason to point out any comparison since it is unfounded – the truth of this has 

been provided a couple of times in older texts that Our Gift Nostradamus is now a Younger Elder and not reincarnated as anyone! 
o LUNACIES IN YEAR PIG-RAT YULE  Christmass 2019 SUSPECT OPINIONS, GUESSES SURFACE, FACETIOUS = face value[quatrains] 
o  GOLDEN DAUUN PAUUN  the cult of Aleister Cröwley.
LyonHuguesPuis 
IN-HOUSE-GHOUL HOGUE IS IN SLY U.N.  SPY SPIN,  PLY  HUGE SINUOUS SUPINE PLINY  volcanic cloud  SUN heat  ON U.S.  HEINOUS SIN 

 PLYS = pushes, sells, implies. HUGE would mean a supervolcano. The word PLUGS is here too 

 Nine  stars           Winged 
8 70 4 Terre horrible noir de phifonomie – attempting to find out more about the SPHENOID ships 
                 By removing the letters for SPHENOID  first = 
EERIER ROBED ORION ELITE LIMBO IN SPHENOID SHIP   
TO  DIRT POOR PIONEER HEROINE'S  FOR ON HER  POET INHERITANCE  HIT   
HIRED INFERIOR LIARS MIRRORED  copied  MERRIER  ARM/Cepheus -BIREO ELDER, Cygnus  BOÖTES-THORNE  Arcturus SHIP 
OTHER  NIMBLE ORBS  THEREIN  OPT MADE RID OF THEM.  The negatives (see 2 44 Eagle chased off by other birds). 

  
"Sphenoid" craft at Ferntree Gully Vict. Australia 
Peter Maxwell Slattery Sept. 5th 2019 

There is a need to point out that the sphenoid craft are run by the 
EnLilites. They do attempt to meddle, but our friends are aware ! 



   
  

above: Sphenoid bone 

 

 Helen Parks  Here is why I continue – addicted  C+F+1 81 4 to 

the hidden texts. I will put the photo of the Sphenoid bone - and 

immediately I saw it the entire meaning was freed up. THIS is the 

huge craft, white centrally with black at each "wing tip" end - that 

swooped into my valley chased by several silver orbs in V 

formation. And wouldnt you know it - I had a camera in my hand 

(I was on my way to the stables to photo a colt I was selling). May 

2000. My valley was just north of Yass NSW. 

An entire article came out of that photo because it (the event) was 

named in the texts... the silver orbs as it turned out were guardians 

- this was six years before I began work on the hidden texts, so I 

for sure had NO idea this  was about me being in danger - hence 

that craft is a NEGATIVE.  Will get the link for the article - which 

has a video frame of the same craft that someone else had 

witnessed. I was a tad slow in catching the protagonist, but I did 

catch the orbs. 

 The very first thing you will see on the front page of this 

pdf is the image of two of these craft 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-

content/uploads/2014/05/2-44-Eagle-is-chased-off-by-other-birds-

UPDATED-26-May-2014.pdf 
 

 
David Huggins as a young man being shown the ROTUND EARTH, some fifty years ago 

the same view described by pilots in the Secret Space Program 
The planet here looks very much like it is obscured by chemtrails 

 
Steve Boucher on Twitter: "An Alien Message To Mankind: “Do You ... 
https://twitter.com/windplayer77/status/909193920940265472?lang=en 
Sep 16, 2017 - Steve Boucher · @Windplayer77. Steve is an AutoCAD draftsman, woodwind musician, singer & 

songwriter. He is also a fine artist. 
Steven Boucher - Earth is 'just a ride' - the spiritual/historical aspect of ... 
mikephilbin.blogspot.com/2017/11/steven-boucher-earth-is-just-ride.html 
Nov 22, 2017 - See, this is just weird, and one UFO Experiencer I haven't yet heard... Steven Boucher. He tells of           

a couple of abduction or visitor experiences ... 

Greys Tell Alien Abductee Steve Boucher of a Base Under Lake ...  Brian Ruhe   YouTube - Aug 17, 2018 

C+F+ 1 60 4 

https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142
file:///C:/Users/Lou/Desktop/SEPTEMBER%202019/Steve%20Boucher%20on%20Twitter:%20%22An%20Alien%20Message%20To%20Mankind:%20“Do%20You%20...https:/twitter.com/windplayer77/status/909193920940265472%3flang=en
file:///C:/Users/Lou/Desktop/SEPTEMBER%202019/Steve%20Boucher%20on%20Twitter:%20%22An%20Alien%20Message%20To%20Mankind:%20“Do%20You%20...https:/twitter.com/windplayer77/status/909193920940265472%3flang=en
file:///C:/Users/Lou/Desktop/SEPTEMBER%202019/Steve%20Boucher%20on%20Twitter:%20%22An%20Alien%20Message%20To%20Mankind:%20“Do%20You%20...https:/twitter.com/windplayer77/status/909193920940265472%3flang=en
file:///C:/Users/Lou/Desktop/SEPTEMBER%202019/Steve%20Boucher%20on%20Twitter:%20%22An%20Alien%20Message%20To%20Mankind:%20“Do%20You%20...https:/twitter.com/windplayer77/status/909193920940265472%3flang=en
http://mikephilbin.blogspot.com/2017/11/steven-boucher-earth-is-just-ride.html
http://mikephilbin.blogspot.com/2017/11/steven-boucher-earth-is-just-ride.html
http://mikephilbin.blogspot.com/2017/11/steven-boucher-earth-is-just-ride.html
http://mikephilbin.blogspot.com/2017/11/steven-boucher-earth-is-just-ride.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SR5cAV_ucuM


   
  

 
Ask yourself – why would David Huggins have been t'asked with painting not just one, but two, views of our round 

"alluring blue ball" planet, some decades before the divisional memes purporting our planet to be flat? 

 
If you have been reading these alerts, you will have seen a few referencing the Black Knight craft. There are two   
of them, and the one enclosed in red above; is the one in this frame from a video from the I.S.S. The craft which is 
parked behind the crew is the same that appears in the Roman woodcut defeating a reptilian cylinder ship,  the 

same that appears on several coins and the same that was painted hovering over a Romanian  Church. 

  
 

To add to the above Elders, Chani himself... 



   
  

 
to the right is an image of a so called Elder doing the internet rounds 

You can see for yourself there is something quite "plastic" about it, 

different eyes and nose. 

The Copiests Version. 

These Elders are not to be confused with the robed ones under Altai 

who are Leptorrhin from Cygnus –  the true Guardians of mother Earth 

aligned with the Arcturan Seraphim orbiting, the real Watchers ... 

and not the pretend guardians of Goode and Wilcock and company. 

 
 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJsf0gJy83k&feature=em-uploademail 
1 60 4 Qu'on trouvera moins prince que boucher.  
STEVE BOUCHER'S CONQUERORS IN PINK QUIRK IN MANPOUUER UUIN, OVER ROMAN/NORMA MOON  PORN 
URSA MINOR STAR IS TORN PRONE, QUICK MIRA ROMP,  
RIP UUARP*  IS  ICIER ON UUARM MAP UNION TO VETOES SMARTSUIT  UURAPPER ROOM 
o Recall the words ORDNANCE C+F 9 52 2  *RIP, WARP, TORN, PRONE  - all in What Are The Chances? 
R.O. CUBE MOTIVATE CUTE HOMO-EUNUCH (??) NOUU  IMPAIRS KNOUUN MORON  PAUUN  
ORMANCERS VOTE MANNER; MENU NARROUUS NEUU APRON TRUE EVER-ONCE after      (everlasting) 
NOVEMBER UUORM PARKS THOU TUNES VERSE ENQUIRER, HONOURS  TO ROUTE vb VENOM MOVE  OUTCOME: 
COUNTER THAT REMOVES MORE  UNEVEN ISLAMIC,  OUTNUMBERS.  SHE  CONVENES  ACUTE TOPIC  HUMOUR. 
o CONQUERORS IN PINK: Casseopean 

o ROMAN/NORMA MOON – the Leonines (Chertan – "masters of all" including FreeMasons 6 59 3) run the Moon 

o URSA MINOR STAR = the current north pointer star is Polaris 

o MIRA ROMP  5 9 4 says UNACCUSTOMED CETUS  and other lines say Mira will be the new north polestar pointer, meaning 
another turning of Earth because Cetus is currently in the southern hemisphere. Not a perfect flip but a laying down 

o CUTE HOMO-EUNUCH:  also known as the Handsome Ones, the fallen Angels, which "still know Love" 

o NARROUUS NEUU APRON:  the atmosphere, is becoming less 

o NOVEMBER UUORM PARKS   =  Worm Being Sagittarius and yes, Nov. 22nd 
 

THE ELOHIM. This information all comes from the Template of The Hidden Texts supplied by Chani  to Allan Webber. 

The number ten is their base number along with seven and five. I noticed 16 appears regularly too (=7)  

(Reptilian number base is 60, 24, 12, 9 & 6) 

the hybred elite have 11 – as in 9/11 and too many others to mention, and 29 (as in August 29, Katrina Sandy, etc 

The Elohim is a positive multi-density alliance of ten human type races and ten that are (and this includes the Quantum 

Sapiency seen as the background to Huggin’s illustrations ) charged (by the Andromeda Council and the Casseopean) with 

keeping 'The Living Libraries' of our world in BALANCE – the t’ask WE were meant to do! 

1. ARCTURAN- clubfooted greenish 'Grey' from Arcturus in Boötes Constellation (joins Libra to Virgo). 

2. ARGO constellation – so large it has been divided into Carina the Keel, The Oars, Malus the mast, Vela the sails, Puppis 

the Poopdeck (aka Cockerel), Lochium Funis the Log Line, Pyxis the compass, with the Lantern out front called Canopus – 

Mantids. 4-6 ft. 2 arms greenish. scientists. DNA work etc. Appear in alkhemeye as the Cockerel and the Oars, come from 

Puppis (the Poopdeck) in Argo. Argo travels in reverse (precessionally) through time. Original Mantids are with the Elohim. 

There are warrior Mantis that belong to the Copiests (the Orion Group), the Giant four armed Mantis.  

Remember all higher densities have positive and negative beings creating balance in the "grand Cycle" (GOD). 

 noting the curvature of the planet 

Go back to previous page and see the two 

giants wearing pink  (always an indication    

of Casseopea) 

Behind them hovers a craft, the 'pair' to the 

Black Knight, in that it is there for the same 

purpose – Guarding.     While one is on this 

side of Earth the other is on the opposite side 

They are from Arcturus in Boötes (say these texts) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJsf0gJy83k&feature=em-uploademail


   
  

3. PEGASUS. SHEATT (the Seat) a star in the "Leg" of Pegasus. Blue Greys Liason beings to humanity to translate to 

contactees. Convert higher vibrational information into a format human contactees can absorb. One stayed for a week with 

Whitley Strieber.  The same who has been at my side 

4. SASQUATCH. aka YETI Fringe of the Hairy Free living. Task is to nurture nature 5 fingered. HUMANOID
/1st of 10

 

5. CEPHEUS. King of kings The ARM in Arm Marg Eddon. - the EDDON part is the Eddur – Casseopean  ELEURIAN 

Seraphim (the Fiery Ones – around 40 feet tall caught on camera by cosmonauts) The Seraphim hibernate in the two "black 

Knights" – which were brought here from Arcturus around the times of the first Great Deluge. Also known as ELEURIAN 

Seraphim Light beings. radioactively harm humans. 6th D "GRACE". For all we know Could also be the Violet Aromatics 

which the LEPSARIA (four winged gate guides) are 

6. CHANI. Younger Elder. Prophecy singer. light being in this density. Gave Nostradamus the Centuries. Not always 

visible in our spectrum . Formerly St Michael, was also Bran the Beloved... five fingers. Nostradamus is one of these now. 
1 21 1 GIRL PROOF READING FOR LOADING, DIALING, RELABELLING ILLEGIBLE RING,

looking glass 
BELL 

docking bell 
HEIR ALIGNS ORAL TO BLINDED 

BRAILLE CIPHER RHETORIC (the ciphers hidden within the anagrams) LABELS CHANI GRAAL ANGEL – OUR ABLE CHANNEL C+F+ 4 62 1 

7. CYGNUS. from Bireo in Cygnus. look like HUMAN
(2nd)  

ELDERS, they are called Leptorrhin the robed ones under Altai 

and Tibet. Read Gurdjieff and Shaver. 

8. DA[H]L Cat Eyed Nordic. Around 7 ft. tall. HUMAN
/3rd 

 Often copied by Anu Leonine COPIESTs (see 29 NORDICS) 

9. DWARF HREIDMAR ELDERS wear hooded robes. calculators. Balancers of everything.  

10. QUINATE - fragrant Violet (or blue) beings, can be invisible – Quantum Sentient Entities 

11. PROCYON Nordic the "merry ones" do the hands on work such as sasaring reptilian bases on Earth HUMAN
/4th

 

12. E.YAH Enki RA Formally of the Anakim. (Annunakim). "Loving Lord whom gave Moses the 10 Commandments." 

13. He-Rod J-Rod 52. Three genders. Us from 52000 years in the future. Che-rubim. Noetic Entities 2 brained grey type 

humanoid from Gliese 876C near Musca/Apis Constellation. Autonomous thinkers, also called "steersman " of time gates 

Nostradamus had an assistant J Rod52 which he named UUilliem52, who was killed in a stargate accident saving him.   

The Zeta HeRod45 of Nancy Lieder are the hive mind Orion Group negatives that frequently contradict themselves. 

14. LYRAN Grey: no nosed grey. They breathe rare (noble) gases thru their skin. Alchemye name is "testudines' because 

LyRa was once called The Tortoise. The 'god' named Ran in the Viking Eddur is a LyRan.  

15. PLEJARANS. The most misunderstood humans of all. Called angels by the medieval scholars (such as John Dee, who 

everyone thought was calling on demons, but his 40 angels were Plerajen) Nordic human type from one of nine stars in the 

Pleiades. Atlas the King, Pleione, "Gran" or "the queen" and the Seven Sisters,  Alcyone "Nan, " Maia, Taygeta ,Asterope 

Merope, Electra and Celeano. Those from Atlas, Alcyone and Maia have been invaded by the use of reptilian DNA.  We 

call them the  Third peoples from Ante christ. They dwell under Antarctica and were George Adamski and  Billy Meier's 

visitors. The same girl with Valiant Thor (Jillian) also went to Tesla. Valiant Thor was really one of these. 

The other "sisters" are warrior races, despite how we have been led to believe otherwise. The true Pleidian cannot be in any 

sort of contact with we humans – not even by channelling, because our DNA "halo" affects theirs. (Fred Bell, Billy Meier 

and The Hidden Texts) The TELOSIAN are remnants of true angelics from the Pleiades, but are named after their 

underground city in LeMuria. HUMAN
/5th

 

16. SUCCUBUS/ and  INCUBUS. HUMAN/
9th & 10th 

Synthetic Mantids assistants for gathering DNA to improve carbon 

based beings. Their pubic hairs were tested (Dec 9 2009, results were overwhelmed in the public eye due to Obama 

receiving the Nobel "peace" prize) and found to contain Mongolian genes. 

17. ORIENTALS HUMAN
/6th 

Dark skinned, the Tans, from Vega – the Moon Madonna (not the Ummo, one of the 29 

Nordics,  who are on the fence)  

18. (SILVER) Argental Greys. Generally females need elements that seaweed has. From Centaurus, warriors, wear suits. 

19. TAU-CETIAN Dorean Swede human type. The "police department" have been using an enemy cigar craft after losing 

their own in a battle , with this battle being described by Ileana of the S.S.P. and with this craft described separately by 

"William" in an earthfiles interview.  HUMAN/
7th

 

20. Andromeda Council,  AYSE and the Casseopean whose ARK planetoid orbits our moon    HUMAN
/8th 

IF YOU HEAR ANY REFERENCE TO "LEVERON" or "EMETHER" saying they are in the Elohim Alliances – these are 

a COPIEST version. The COPIESTS/ILLUSIONISTS being the ORION GROUP  

1 81 4 Kappa, Thita, Lambda mors, bannis efgares.                                       AHPEEMEN = C+F+ SELIQUE 
IMPROBABLE : IN  2020 IS AHPEE-MEN/Sirius  ROLE 

GANESH, DERO RAPID GAMMA-PHASER AMOK GEM'S MAP;  KIDNAPPER PROLE 

NELL MEAD PARKS, HABIT FORMING   PRAGMATISM ELOHIM PHILO DATABASE ANATHEMA AMPHIBIAN OANNES

MADE IMPATIENT  ELITE DRAFT - PLANS DANGER    
 GEM'S MAP; Earths landmass PROLE = the ordinary folk 
 PRAGMATISM ELOHIM PHILO DATABASE The Elohim PHILO – friends = Alliances "pragmatic database" – exactly what 

I have just been collating! HABIT-FORMING = Recall I used the words "Here is why I continue – " 

 RAT IEAR = as an orbit a "year" can encompass from Spring to the next Spring, meaning into OX year = 2021, the 
most dangerous period for our planet when the Nemesis system is leaving, dragging us and much else behind it 
 

gain – I am left almost speechless. The Elohim list did need updating, and was done because I had come 
across Betty Andreasson's art, hers being the same ʺpeoplesʺ  as David Huggins, Linda Porter AND Steve 
Boucher, both of the latter named in  the Template. That body of work I did not do!  Allan Webber did it.  



   
  

What  really jerked my strings was the completing of the updated "pragmatic" list followed immediately by 1 81 4 – 
which was in the very first place the very reason for doing this pdf forum!.       
To explain the difference between Hogue's version from I dont know what edition, to the 3 authentic publications  
I use that were written while the good docteur was still alive. So here we have the – 

which were followed by the and the stated in the Epistle to Henri, and in 8 77 &  10 66.  The 
numbers of these two quatrains have their own meaning and pdf forums have already  shown that I066 was NOT 

the date for Hastings, along with the Bayeux Tapestry leaving us all a hint about the ʺThird peoplesʺ with the Cetus 
Cecrops insignia embroidered. page 3   Keeping in Mind that Cetus was once the northern pointer and will be again. 
 

FOUND IN A SPANISH "CARTOON" ABOUT THE ANU.  I found this thoroughly fascinating 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwCTbMhURLwMCDJXwj574xDkYEE3dtYH9 

Can you see it?  Top right hand corner.     (Thank you Richard) 

There are two details here to notice. The first is the beardless 
person far left. Recall the detail that SAAM-E'A-EnKi-RA was 
beardless, & seen that way by Da Vinci.  
And the second detail. top right hand corner, a Saran crocodilian 
biped Messsssiah with its grey minion.  
That figures:  since Sarru is a fellow planet to the one we call Nibiru. 

 

SOBEK –Trial of the Gods – Assassin’s Creed Origins  6:55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKWhuqrMiQ8&app=desktop 
 

What I am about to say is obscure and clutching at wet paper bags. In the image of EnKi at the table – with his fuzzy  
face; and often mentioned from all sorts of sources including this cartoon that E'Ya/EnKi was beardless – I then point 
to the person produced from Magdalene in The Last Supper.First: we can actually see a fuzz on her features, second 
she becomes a man = Putin – and third; the texts declared that Da Vinci was making a joke about her little beard!  
My point is this. Are we being told that Putin is in fact experiencing what Anton Parcs did? EnKi /E'Yah living within? 
5 22 1 UNDER EERY ENGRAM RENDER –LEMON- DUAL MALE-MARY~MAGDALENE  UNRELAYED  in face value art media 

6 75 1 ART LEGEND PORTRAYS ROSE, MAGDALENE ERA. NAMED PILOT PLOTS YEARS DANGER ROSARY.   DAMN SORRY A 
 ROSE cipher for stargate/therses NAMED PILOT=EnLil/YHWH  ROSARY= a date Nov 25 – Dec 22 .     =  Casseopea A 

9 50 1 RESULT SANE TRUER MUTINEER PUTIN  SITS AT REAR LEMON ART. RELIES SURREAL UR EA, OAR, ARTISAN,Da Vinci ORNAMENT 

Nostradamus who is now an Elder, Magdalene becomes Putin.  And "rear" is correct 
972 4 LOVING MEDIEVAL VISIONARY SAGE, Nostradamus and  YOUR ADORE/Putin SAVIOUR IS IN EVASIVE MAGDALENE SUAVE VISUAL 

 
 4 62 1  Vn coronel machine ambition.  ƚ557 ed. 
NON-COMBATIVE CHLOROAMINE  Andromeda Council Angel [nominated] [haloed/clever] V  
COMBINATION NAME [St] MICHAEL, [&] CORN MEAL [BRAN the Beloved] the explanation how a Younger  CELT 

Elder can be COMBINATION both St Michael & Bran the Beloved is in the pdf forum  LETTRE 32 & REINCARNATION C+F+10 37 4  

10 37 4 Chambry, Moriane combat fainct Iulian., E    from  ƚ.557  publication   continues  page  18 

 

 
 
 
 
Right in your face – Sweating the parasitic Quill. 

The mini lobotomy for access to 
 "BRAIN CHAMBERS" 

 

ABLE PUNCH, KNOCK  OUER  
LEADER  DREAMERS;  UNLOCK CHAMBERS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PiswuN49s7g&feature=em-uploademail  

what we have begun to call "THE ANU" do 
not call their own planet Nibiru/ They call it 
ZHAAMi. Interesting that Anton Parcs says 
E'a was named SAAMe before he was E'Ya. 
More intriguing that Marduk uses SAAMe. 

10 74 3 cont.LEONARDO GIGGLED pg 14 Fix Calendars 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwCTbMhURLwMCDJXwj574xDkYEE3dtYH9&fbclid=IwAR0zcNsq6KakIvQyzNZFeVm-ZKv5mV8b7qSLnA9MdKPJFzukVeq4vPNkfh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKWhuqrMiQ8&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PiswuN49s7g&feature=em-uploademail


   
  

1 30 4  Apres mort, pille : bon auis tard venu.  ƚ555 Publication  (topic = AMBROSIA, adrenochrome)  
SPURN VIPEROUS TALENT RATTLER PLUNDER = SPLATTERS PAIN UNBELIEVED UNREPRIEVED ; VEIN VALUED  RED 
AMBROSIA  IS  STUPID PROLE LOBOTOMIES POLLUTANT.  REPELLENT PERVERTED VIP POSERS PLANTED "VIRTUE" 
ADVENTURERS ARE LOST, LOVE STARVED SOULS IN UNSUPPORTED REPTILIAN  RAPE.  NOUU  VAST  PROBLEM,  
STARVES MAN BRAINPOUUER The "lobotomies" in other lines are the "sweat the quill" "brain chambers" control 

READ POET'S  OLD OBSERVANT UUOMAN  MEAD'S  PRINTED  INTERPRETED  ALERTS:  PORN-TRAPS  PROPELS MILLIONS 
... SETS VAST DOUUNES SYNDROME MODE 
o 11 #15 4 Et auquel temps armes sous son nom, (‘q’ is also ‘c’)  

o SUUEET Q ANON UUORM’S ME/ME TEAM SURPASSES, STUMPS SUUAMP MOLESTERS USE QUILL SUUEAT LOUTS MEMO TAPES  
o QUILL SUUEAT – the semi lobotomy “punch” to the left eye is bruising consequent to “sweating the quill” when a reptilian sends its quill  

o TETEMPESTUOUS EASTER ALE MOST TREMULOUS POLES ELM-MA. MUSEUMS MOLESTED, LOSE “LOTS’ STEM CELLS SOURCES.  

o ELM-MA. September 2nd to end of Libra – Oct.22. “LOTS’ STEM CELLS sounds like museums were planning on auctions of 
rare DNA – is this how/why the cryptids are appearing? Were the lots stolen by military interests? Had they bought them a paper trail 
would give them away.  

 the English:     and/from in the U.N., removes another country  e quella dell' un paese remossa nell'altro;  
 

 (blue tie)  off world   genes  

 ELSE otherwise [not copied] RELEASES  NULL : PEDO LOSES IN OLD SATAN SALE  
  [you all, using copies of Trump].  

/Scorpio.   (via the SUUEAT the QUILL partial lobotomy ? Such as Trey Gowdy)  
  ALL LEARN, (LEND LEASE is a qualifyer name for the Trump copy)  

LEO LEADER UNLOADS LARCENOUS CRUEL CELLULAR. [5G]  so saying, if Trump advocates 5G, he is not « for the people »  

     Treaty IX and "smelly clauses" was covered in NIMROD forum 
o LEO LEADER = Obama (Trump is a Gemini, and clones do not have birth signs) 
o  RELEASES  NULL  locks up all of them

 

10 37 Laffemblee grande pres du lac de Borget, 
The great assembly near the lake of  Bourget, 
Se ralieront pres de Montmelian, 
They will meet/rally near Montmelian, 
Marchans plus oultre penfifz feront proget: 
Going beyond the thoughful ones will draw up a plan 
Chambry, Moriane combat faincte: Iulian., E. 
Chambry, Saint de-Maurienne against: Julien. E. (Julian  calendar?) 

 

6 5 2 Par pluye longue le lõg du polle artique : (‘q’ is also ‘c’ and ‘k’)                          Page 38 G u n s,  PAIRS  8 52, 1 100 2 Flat Earth Theorum 

Through long rain the length of the arctic pole: raining meteorites – GRAVEL BLIND ENVIRONMENT 

G00GLE PENRE LORD-ANAK PAPER, QUELL  GOODE QUOTING RUMOR, KILLED GEEKY GUY TALE. 
which is why the collator is collecting all the Penre lines to get the larger picture. The name COREY is there too  
TELL: DIG UUELL INTO ILLEGAL LEUUD OLD GOATLIKE/illuminati TALE  DOG  YEAR/2018  
GODLY RA ENKI E’YA LOGO ALLOUUED POLITELY PULL PLUG ON QUARREL, LET IT DROP           a directive to me/??  
READ QUALITY  VALLEE  REPORT  DOCTOR UURITTEN  LOGGED  DUKE  TENDE   another directive? does it relate/?? 
QUITE APPALLING  TROU-DE-LOUP  ELITE GAIN LAND  DIRECT’D ENERGY UUEAPON. IN GREECE POLLUTE ILL.   

 DIG UUELL – investigate properly 
 TROU-DE-LOUP  
  
  

 

4 44 1   Doux Gros de Mende, de Roudes & Milhau  
DOG Sirius DUNG Alcyone DRAGON RAN DE LUXE elite DUMMIES  RAN SEX MAD HIDEOUS DISEASED ROUND HEAD GOON 
DERO  SEMI-HUMAN  OGRE  MADHOUSE  UNDER,  HOMOSEXUAL  GORE  GRIM  MISDEEDS  UUHERE  DANGEROUS 
DE-LUXE  LOSER  DANDIES,  ROGUE  SHOULDER Marcabian DEMONISM  DIED  SAME  AS  DOOMED DODO extinct LEGEND 
GOOSE-GOD GURU:  MEAD GOOD IDEA USE SAGE’S HUMDRUM  SOUND  MDLXII (MODERN MUGS ODIUM  SOURED,  
DISHONOURED) AS UUELL AS MDLUMDLV/1555 DESIGNED ROUGH  DIAMOND UERSION  MUGS IGNORED: NELL MEAD 
OUR IMMUNE OLD MAID AMUSING  ODD  HERO HONOURED NEUU AGE.      GUNS  REMEDIED,  UNDID  HIDEOUS  U.N. 
o GOOSE-GOD GURU  the Elder Leptorrhin from Cygnus (the Goose ‘returning’)                               
o HUMDRUM  SOUND Centuries  MDLXII 1562 edition, while Nostradamus was still alive 
o MODERN MUGS ODIUM DISHONOURED  see 6:100 Let the profane (media) and the ungnowing herd keep away...   to do 

otherwise [first] subject yourself to the secret codes      MUGS  IGNORED:  the original publication 
o SAGE’S MDLUMDLV/1555  the original publication  DESIGNED  ROUGH  DIAMOND  UERSION   

o GUNS  REMEDIED,  UNDID  HIDEOUS  U.N. 
There are 453 years between I555 publication and Allan finishing the template. It was 2008 I was given it by him - 453 years after 

1555 – this First Publication ends in 4 53 
about 4 44 3:  Allan began working on the template in 1999 - 444 years after 1555 – hence the anagram hint in 4 44 (3) 

4 44 3 De nuech l'intrado,see 4 26 3 deBourdeauxvncailhau 

HELEN THOU UNAUUARE CUBE EXERT HUX (fishing for) NOUU HAULED IOU:  
UUITH ANARCHIC LEONARDO DA VINCI ADDED DOUBLE HELIX. a memory They allowed to remain 



   
  

From Jacques Vallee book  “Wonders in the Sky” 
 

 

 
A Duke in the day of Nostradamus was the Lord Mayor 
Lord Tende is mentioned in 9 22,  and 10 11 

7 19 4 Aux citadius eftrange efpouvancal  strange and fearful for the citizens. WASP = those J-rod52 from Vespa .  = 2021 
 SAUU AUUE.FUL PLANETS DANCE: PAUUNS  IT IS DAFT SAVING FOR DEFUNCT, VAGUE SCANDAL GAVE 

TACTFUL , ANT/INSECT, UUASP  SANG ACTIVATE ADVANCE UPDATING;  ADVOCATE  CANVAS  SELF-VALUE  IN GRACE  UUAVE 
VALIANT ANVIL VULCAN FOX ACCUSED PIG EVENTS (FALSE FLAGS ~UUASN'T FACTS ) CAVEAT: PLUNGES CAPTIVES INTO SUUAP 
EXCEEDING CACTUS-UUINE LAXATIVE NAUSEOUS UUIT. GAS  SUFFOCATION VEXATION  VILLAGE IDIOT ARGUES ASEXUAL VAGINA 
CURVED LUX (GALAXIES NOVA A.C.E.) FIXES ADORE PUTIN SAFE AGAIN. EXCAVATION (DIGS OUT) SAGE'S  X-RATED CENTURIES 

SUN= 
STAR= 
NEMESIS 

Kell's  

star 

Lou
Sticky Note
the X RATED CENTURIES are the ones "rendered to Vulcan" the remainder of Centuries 7, eleven and twelve



   
  

 

 

8 61 
Never by the revelation of daylight  
will he attain the mark of the sceptre bearer  
Until all its sieges/seats are not at rest,    
Portending to TAG ones Cockerel.        a pun! 

 

  =  DISCLOSURE 

always done "in the dark" i.e. 
sweating the quill mini lobotomy  

SEAT means stargate  

copiests /MANTIS   
the 'gift' of the armed legion/ArmMargEddon.        Not The Cockpit /PUPPIS cockerel of Argo – where the good Mantids come from 
T A G [Fr. syntax] = GTA = =ARM =MARG. =EDDUR.    
T A G French syntax changes the placement of words, where we call DNA they call it ADN, so, meaning TAG should be read G T A in 

English. Go to the Alchemye list and see the Runic Sky runes to check on me. The Runic “G” refers to Boötes in which sits Arcturus!  

Confirmiung that the black knights (from Arcturus) do have the Seraphim of the ARM  of Cepheus King of kings, the “UUarlike 
Seraphim”  hibernating.  The “T” IS Ursa Major in the Alkhemye List =the Marg.id [obs.] – and the “A” as always is the Casseopeans 

with the Elohim Alliances – the Aettir, aka the Eddur. 
there are eight other  ORDNANCE lines in the Template 
3 24 1 De l'entreprinfe grande confufion, Great confusion in the enterprise, 
RE:-PRESENTING PRINTERS CODE REPRESENTING  OLDEN ONN TREE  DECANS CONFUSED  NEUU  READERS . 
ONCE FUSION SPACE SUIT UURIST ORDNANCE PRINTED,  ANGERS OLDEN PINDAR,  DEEP STATE  I.R.S. OUUN 

CUNNING CARGO CLAUSES...NOUU CONFINE,FONDLING INNOCENT SOULS, IS CONCLUDING IN SINE FELONS 
5 12 1 Aupres du lac Leman fera conduite (‘C’ = ‘Q’)  LINE 2  By the foreign maiden (KALI) wishing to betray the city: 
             Conduit near the Lake of Geneva [CERN] 
READ: CAREFUL, SARAN UUADIET/Wadjet/green serpent ARIAN   the fallen Alcyonese ‘angels’ under Antarctica 
COMPILES FRAUDULENCE FOUL CRUDE IMPUDENCE, chemtrails, g,m,o, HAARP, ‘smart’ power, G.W.E.N towers Blue beam etc etc  
RUDE ENS CLAIM DOCUMENTS TRUE. (Treaties) [you] PERSUADE USURPED DUAL C.E. DATIUE...  PURSUE EDUCATION CALENDARS, 
REPUDIATES MANACLED ORDNANCES       See pdf  forum  FIX THE CALENDARS 
POLES DECOUPLE, MENACE DEAFENED CURRICULUM                             by killing electricity we lose all computer data 
UUIRETAP crono visored: PETRAEUS UUAITED (a forum all his own which these texts warned me not to publish yet)  
o ENS those from Erid.anus in the United Nations SEE  4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos  J562 version 

4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos 

UNDULATES  STUPENDOUS CONTORTED ANNUAL/orbit IN SHOCKING SUDDEN DANK DARKENING. 

HOT SUPER UOLCANO CONDITIONED QUEER NIGHTS DOES NOTHING (first week Dec. 2017 – in Serbia) 

 AND THINK: 

DISCORDANT POLES, (PLURAL) CERN'S CRETINS CONDITIONED RESONATES, CONSTANT HINDERING.      

4 26 4   J.562  edition                                    from Androgyne Smart Space Suit Part Four Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos 
Citadel five abducting liquidated lifted up/alleviate not undressed/fully clothed 

DA VINCI, POET ORATOR, SAID:  ASTOUNDING SACRED RINGLORD GOLD-DUST  ormus POTENT NECTAR RATES UNCORRUPTED CORPSE 

the ʺstuffʺ in the little handbags seen in wall friezes, and the pointed cone is maize in its original form, for d.n.a. defence while beaming up 

Each time a warning came that They were going to pick up the collator (on a particlar day) leaving her ‘no memories after’;  They had 

advised  consumption  of  ‘raw corn-zest’/lemon. Other alerts were to use organic Maple syrup to assist cellular absorption. Albeit They  

had  left behind one pertinent memory. That of a ‘cynical’ Leonardo who must have received portal trips when he was an older man too. 

AT 56:30 Laurence Gardner speaks of this; that ormus resonates at the same frequencies as our DNA & repairs  it 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLFytyjV7h4 

GOLDENNESS  GRACE, POET,  UNDERSTANDS :   SCOLDING IOUR IGNORANCE REGARDING  CRUELLER DODO ‘extinct’  
THIRD GENS : PLEIADIAN  DRAGONS DNA  DISTORTED, TRUSTING  POSERS  STRIDENT  PROSECUTION: 
LARCENOUS  SECOND PILOT/co pilot to EnLil/yhwh/Semyase ANTE before CHRIST  EUOLUTION. 
RE : KNOUUING ;  NOT  ʺSLANDERʺ,   CONDONE :  GENTLE  SARDONIC  Q  ANON   
TARDINESS  slow to  POUNCE  COLD-DUCK ; SAGITTARIUS  JNR  JOHN – JOHN’S  CON 
HE AND DONALD SECRET CONCORD :  OPENING  OLD COLD CASE  DEPENDS  
DRUNKEN  OLD  PLODDER TOP RANK  COP’S  LONG-UUINDEDNESS  PLOT  ENDS 

 TOP RANK  COP = C I A = George H W Bush.   As it happens, he was buried today while I am writing this 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLFytyjV7h4


   
  

TRUNCATED cuts short  INCORPORATED ;  CONTEND  SIRIUS  ALIEN STRANGER ‘GODLINESS’/. 
CORPULENT DROPOUT  NEUROTIC  CORIE  GOODE  EGO-TRIP TOP DOG SPIN-DOCTOR GREER* 

INTERACTS REPRODUCTION  RING LOUT COPIESTS  DERANGES  CAST-IRON LEGENDS/the bible ? 
DERO NOT ERUPTING UNDER EQUATORIAL COLD UUATER ! CORRESPONDING ODDEST OLD CRETIN DRAGON-ANGEL 
GODS’ PERSECUTION (NASTIER SCOUNDRELS) IS CRAP-ULENT  ʺDANGLE CARROT AS DO GOODERSʺ ARE POISON 
LETTERS  UIDEOS CONTORTING  PLEASURES  REALITIES/ videos, those   ʺPleiadian-Andromedaʺ message videos contorting reality 

 CRAPULENT = the MANURE PILE of the Pleiades under the 'tail' of Taurus.   The « third peoples of antechrist » in Antarctica.    

R.O., KING [Cepheus] QUEEN [Cassiopeia] CONQUEST HOOKNOSE  ALTAIRAN  INPUTS,  CQIN dragon &/0r China/2024 PROUD ALIEN  
DISHONORING  UNKINDEST  POISON  DISTINCTION-ADULTERATING  NUTRITIONAL  AT  AGRICULTURE  CUT-OUT.     

  CUT OUT =  triple pun; end of job. harvest. cardboard copy. The  spraying of Glyphosate at harvest time.
 * SPIN-DOCTOR GREER who in recent so called disclosure videos, to quote "we have had back engineered anti gravity since 

1954". An absolute lie. The Nazis had anti gravity given to them by the Aldebaran in 1939 and went to the moon, one might 
say "they had help".  So when the Nazis won world war two (which was actually three) and infiltrated the United States via 

 Project Paperclip – do you think they sudden ly "forgot" they had anti gravity?

9 52 2 Oncques ne fut la penrfuitte fi- grande,    Never was the pursuit of it [war] so great, 
TEST UURIST READINGS [PULSE]  SEQUENCE ON  ORDNANCE  ROUUS OF  POSTURAL  SPACE SUITS.     A definite warning for 'astro' pilots

 since these are "ORDNANCE SUITS": meaning they very likely  were contracted out to the cheapest tenderer – the Haliburton-Chinese$$

10 37 4 Chambry, Moriane combat ƒainct Julian. E 
AROMATIC, CLUBFEET,  ABNORMAL BRAIN CRANIUM NOETIC CHANI TEAM AIMS JUBILANCY FROM (out of) MUMBO JUMBO 

 
INFER COMMUNICATES ABNORMAL INTRICATE ORMANTIC COMMITMENT,  NOMINATES CONCENTRATES BEAM RAY 
ON COMMONER FARMER MAY YEAR  OBJECTION CONTRARY AGAINST MALEFICENT CHEMTRAIL (see hagfish) INHUMAN 
CANNIBALS FOR BETTER BOAT (Earth) MERCY 

 
6 77 4  ELOIM FOCUSES: ENFORCED PARANORMAL SHINE either the Pi in the sky, the S. O. S. “braille” in the sky or the  
7 19 4  LUX DEFENCE event of May 29th 2017 over the farm here.  

 
7 24 4 Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. ‘q’ = ‘c’ & ‘k’ pairs 4 99 4 
DISPARATE ANGLO-INDIAN PERILOUS RADIATION ADULTERS PRENATAL PROPER where “prop” means nature  
ENKI-RA GLAD PARKS COLLATOR-ORATOR; RIDES [back] TO OUR  RUDE MOON – INDEED, OUR MINOR  MOONPLANET. 7 24 4  
UR EA REUUARD MEAD-PARKS ALARMER:      RAPTURE-LIKE PORTAL DOOR IN MAN-LIKE PAD: manshed 

 IN PLURAL  URANIL  UNDER-TAKING Cass
The 10 79 2 MEMPHIS MOSES SOPHISM OVER LONE TREE event was another good one, appears in the Template. Lone Pine=my farm 

8 67 4 RE COLLATOR: RARE ORACLE PROTECTED. RANGE PORTENDER. ANGER. NONE PROTECT RARE ION DANGER  
o RANGE PORTENDER = those in the Golden Cube. see 7 19 4 C+F+PERSONAGES  and C+F+ANSWERED 

C+F+MOONSHIP relates to 4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos the i562 version is quite different from the i555 publication  

ICON (Elo’im) GARDENER (EnKi) INSTRUCTION ODD INTRODUCTION:  
GOOD the correct CALENDAR  POSITIONS  ARE  NOT TOUCHING, the dark age  
COUNTING CHILDREN DRAGON RAIDED, DRAINED. ANDROID ANGEL SOOTHING KIND POET DOCTOR’S OPINION 
which was "pity the children" 

7 19 4 Aux citadius eftrange  efpouvantal. 

SANITISED  NATAL  DIANA'S/Orion* ACTINIDES (IN S.S. TRADES) INSTEAD A LUX glow INDICATES  STRANGER  UUEAPONS  
DISSENT: READERS' AGENT'S  RANGE  PERSONAGES  UUANT 

no doubt about it. Found this the morning after a strange incident here May 29th 2017 5am to 6am – the entire farm lit up by the Golden 
Cube, witnessed by me and neice and nephew      continues 

LATTICED DAHL DICTATES: FORGIVES ADEPT NELL FOR 'UUANTING IN UUIT', IS ESSENTIAL FACTS DUUELT IN PATIENCE! 
A /Cassiopean and Elohim Alliances  LUX: bright light defense & propulsion RANGE could be a verb or a noun/farm. STAR ANTS RIDE 

*Recall that image here, those greys are classified from ORION, so match the famous 4 72 4 IRIS SEMINARIST SANITISED AS PIMP SAINTS 

crop circle grey, the same which had another crop circle appear the same day at Sparsholt,  
The twins Apollo & Diana The Huntress = Orion  

  



   
  

 

 

 

9 65 Hogue has it that this was just the moon landing 

He/it will come to go within the corner of Lune/moon, 
Which will be captured and made put strange place: 
The unripe fruits will be the subject of great scandal,pedophilia 
Great blame to one greatly praised.  Obama who ratified Treaty 9 

Speaks about the underground moon slaves which are children... and not just under the moon, but under the 
military bases such as Dulce – where Phil Schneider was attacked yet bravely told the world about the stolen 
children, when Jimmy Carter, horrified at having to ratify the 1978 "treaty" – arranged for Commander Richards* 
to rescue over four thousand of them.   This was nicknamed the "Battle for Dulce". Commander Richard's son  
great praise for one great blame = the likes of Obamba ratifying the off world 1933 “treaties” where children 
became termed as CARGO in 1933.  
The fact that there exists a 1967 blueprint for antigravity space craft lends weight to any moon trips.  
Since this was a full two years before landing on the moon in a free energy assisted tin can. 
Not forgetting the  evidence that Hitler had the means to do so in 1939.  
Being a time viewer, Nostradamus would have been fully aware of these details. The words "made captured" are 
a hint that this was more than just getting there. The "unripe fruits" refers to the children. 
The "great blame" seems to me to be laid fairly at the feet of F.D.R. in 1933. Ratified by Harry Truman 
‘‘Edited by CAPTAIN  MARK  RICHARDS Published by – Earth Defense Headquarters  http://www.edhca.org/ 

Government scientists (the secret government) purportedly labored alongside an alien force to work out the sundry ways the 
general population could be brought under an ultimate totalitarian control that would leave humanity as little more than farm 
animals to be used for breeding. All of which began with a 1947 1942?  treaty signed by President Harry Truman, that set in motion 
a plan where THE ELITE OBTAINED ALIEN TECHNOLOGICAL SECRETS IN EXCHANGE FOR PERMITTING THE 
ALIENS TO ABDUCT HUMAN SUBJECTS FOR THEIR DIABOLICAL RESEARCH.   In time, the elite would be allowed 
to survive to become the overlords of the human sheep, under ultimate control of the aliens – like the dogs that watch the sheep 
lambs on a human farm......” 
See much more on pages 16 and 17 CONSCIENCE, CONSCIOUSNESS & QUBITS 

9 65  So... NOT THE moon landing as Hogue stated 
42. All People Born in the USA Since 1933 Are 'Slaves' Or 'Cargo' — And It's All Legal   — Source 

and by now the date of 1933 should rouse anger in your heart, because a cloned FDR sold us all out, and did so, signing [false] 
treaties with not one legally trained person to witness or guide the proceedings. The "trade of mankind" for technology. 
43. The following Foreign Countries are registered as corporations in The United States: London Israel, Turkey, Italy, 

Sweden, Finland, Argentina, Colombia, Brazil, The Philippines, South Korea, Japan, Jamaica, South Africa, Canada and Hungary, 
Australia.       MAKING A TOTAL FARCE OF "GOING TO WAR" AGAINST, BETWEEN, OR AMONG, ANY OF THEM 

*I am sitting here literally gobsmacked.  While searching my old files for the Richards Junior details – 
the Template came up. So, type in RICHARDS to Find in the Template – and  wow - ! Richard's Son had 
be-friended the "T REX"  HEIRS  to the Grus and Leo DINOSAUR  Reptilian – the important distinction for 
young Richards is that these are a form of dinosaur, and that growing up with them, he had learned 
their language, the LONG ESS CHORD.  A Dinosaur was seen not far from Pine Gap in 2002 (Nexus Mag) 
& see Kerry Cassidy interviews with Mark Richards. 
1 87 3 Deux grads rochiers log teps feront la guerre

i555 Two great rocks will war for a long time,  Toutatis & companion 

LEGATOR REGULATOR GLOATS TREATIES TECHNOLOGY RICHES. LEONIS 
[Leo] 

GRUX
 [Crane] 

USED SOFTER CHLORINES 
SARDON. HEROICS RICHARDSON'S RH NEGATIUE ALTO SON EXUDES LONGEST AGO T-REX HEIR ESS CHORDS.   
ALL SO GRATEFUL TO FELL, OUTLAST, [GUTTER FOOLS TASTEFUL GOAL] GOATISH FEAR, ULTRA  GALES  RAT OUTRAGES  
while studying 1 87 the verse 1 88 caught my eye 

The divine wrath overtakes the great prince,    (Sirius) 
A short while before he will espouse.               (A marriage of some kind 
By one coup merit it will then become sparse,   (A group first is held highly, then not 
Counsel dying/wounded for the shaven head.   (sounds like having sweated the quill. [counsel/thought process] 

1 88 3 Son puy & credit a vn coup viendra mince By one coup its merit * will then become sparse 
*its merit = that of the coup  at the battle for Dulce – to be followed only once, by the takeover of China Lake by Trump 
 

5 45  & 5 49 were named by Hogue saying they were related to 1 81 and 9 46 (turned out this was all about 9 46 3) 
throwing in a quasi explanation that 5 49 was about the Notre Dame fire. At the time I had searched for Cathedrals 
on fire and found nothing. Today these fell into my lap 

 

2 53 
The great plague of the city maritime           (yet to come Leprosy 
That death not ceasing [& at] no time avenged  (gen. man. 
Of just blood, condemned for a price without crime whistleblowers 

From the great lady by false flag unaffected.  (Notre Dame ? 

http://www.edhca.org/
http://humansarefree.com/2015/07/a-life-of-slavery-you-are-not-born-free.html
http://humansarefree.com/2018/05/corporations-masquerading-as-government.html


   
  

         

5 49 
Not from Spain but from ancient France (or Thrace?) 
No one elected   for the quaking barque * (Earth) means n w o 
To the enemy [Muslim] will a promise be made, 
He (Soros) who in his realm will cause a cruel plague. (Leprosy 

 * the texts hidden repeatedly say Jesse Ventura steps in 

pg 78  1562 ed, see 5 45  BRONZEBEARD in Da Vinci’s Anu family, red beard was both/either  Ninurta (double headed eagle) and     
                           or Allah-Lu Lucifer 

5 45 ƚ557 publication while Nostradamus was alive 

Le grand Empire fera roit defole, 
Et tranflate pres d'arduer ne filue: 

Les deux baftardz par l'aifne decollé, 
Et regnera Aenodarbe nay de milue. 

5 45  The great Empire will be defoliated standing, 
(the Fr. roit from droit? upright? trees standing defoliated) 

And translated as near enthuthiastic, not wicked:      chemtrails 
The two bastards by the oldest one executed, 
And Bronzebeard not from middle-ground reigning. deepstate 

Mr Hogue in the Rex Bear interview cast aspersions on ("she is just wrong, the other Nostradamus person") how many went up in the space 
shuttle (as far as we all were told there were seven). On the strength of line four having, he said, THKL. For one thing, as 
you can see for yourself in the three publications while the docteur was still alive, none of them have it as THKL. 

1 81 about the   
no, the clue sits in the word “neuf” which not only means “new, novel, innovate” 
but  also the number nine – of which the Pleiades are composed:  
The King (Atlas) The Queen (Plione) and the Seven Sisters -  which HAVE been “divided”. 
They are the Second  or Third peoples from Ante Christ,[Epistle To Henri II]  the 200 led by Semyase [in the Bible]  
from Atlas and Alcyone thus dividing up the (angelic) peoples from Pleiades 
The word “mors” does not necessarily mean “death”. It refers to “microphone”, a maw being a bit 
in the bridle which is what modern microphones look like. But this refers to directed energy fields 
in this quatrain. 
The Pleiades invaded by those from Centauri KAPPA (greys of the Military Industrial Complex), those from Chertan 
once part of Carpenter constellation, now THETA in Leo (shape shifters “managers of all”, 6 59 3, including Sirius),  
and those from Aldebaran LAMBDA (sexual rogues MK Ultra etc 3 81 1 in the Hidden Texts)  
In the Preface Nostradamus warns us how to understand the Quatrains by ALWAYS LOOKING TO ASTRONOMY FIRST 
We shall see  how Quatrains 8 77 & 10 66  tie in with the one misused: numbered  1 81 

he third ant8 77 1 T christ very soon annihilated ,  e
(reptilian hybreds, due to ice age, even tho they dwell under Antarctica)  

10 66 3 King Reb [rabbi] will face an ant christ so false,  E
the reptilian-bred nephilim, Alcyonese – Atlas –Maia and Aldebaran under Antarctica

 

Here, we can see why "scholars" have taken the meaning of "antichrist" to be one person. We have seen there is 
the "second peoples" from ante christ, and there is also the "third peoples" from before christ. The words "face an" 
in 10 66 3 makes it look like a person – but it is to choose from either those of the second peoples or the third. 
When John the Greek wrote the word antichrist, upon which all scholars hang their hat, he was not incorrect. 
Simply because those from before christ WERE anti (AGAINST) his principles – having never actually heard of him yet! 
 

1 81 from ƚ557 publication while the Docteur was alive 

D’humain tropeau neuf feront mis a part 
De iugement & confeil fepares: 
Leur fort fera diuife en depart, 
Kappa, Thita, Labda mors, bannis efgares. 
 

Of/from humanity too few separate the new/nine* 
Divided by judgement and counsel ** 
Made departed their strength will be depleted *** (the fallen angels from their place of origin) 
Centauri, Chertan, Aldebaran microwaved, banished dissolved. 

 this refers to everyone thinking all the Pleiades peoples are good guys, and that there are only "seven sisters" 
**   knowledge about the Pleiades is not received properly 
*** inbred, invaded,  via their DNA which was altered by reptilians 
K T L  says Hogue – where? 

1 81 Line 4 in ƚ557 publication says: 
 

Kappa, Thita, Labda mors, bannis efgares. 

Cap. Is Capricorn/Capella & Auriga 
Kappa is in Carina/Argo, and  in  Centauri 
Theta: hip bone & ribs of Leo or Aquarius & Erid.anu 
Lambda: is Taurus/Aldebaran, Libra;  see Bootes  Draconis/Drako 

Kappa Centauri (greys walk like Donald Duck, they hover) Thita = Chertan in Leo – the shape shifting black cube 
Lambda = Boötes, Bufo the Toad – the Drago under Vatican, and or Aldebaran (sexual rogues) under Antarctica 

The Quatrain Verses that seem misquoted to me, seen & 
heard on a 2 hr video, which began this ranting pdf files 
forum:  

from HOGUE 9 65  and 1 81 line 2 and line 4 



   
  

ƚ  555, the first publication

The reason the Greek was left in the Greek was to ~EXCLUDE~ those letters from the anagram 
thus the line to work with reads: 

1 81 4 hitaambda mors,bannisefgarés. 
FEAR-BASED MISMANAGED ARROGANT ARABIAN BARBARISM /AskheNazi banksters AIM SHABBINESS MOBS' GEM Earth  
HANDSOMEST STARMEN ARRANGES SOMETHING TO SEDATE SNOBBISM (elite) BANDITS DOMINATE HARASSING IN 
MANGIEST RABIES 1080 AERIAL DROPSANTAGONISM, ARSON  REASONING MAFIA RETARD inhumaneSHAMING HOMININES   
ABHOR THESE ANTIFEMINISM SATANISM MOBSTER BASTARDS: 
 HANDSOMEST. MOST HANDSOME refers to both the fallen Pleiadians and the likes of Valiant Thor, Maria Orsic & Jill 

       ƚ557 

D’humain tropeau neuf feront mis a part 
De iugement & confeil fepares: 
Leur fort fera diuife en depart, 
Kappa, Thita, Labda mors, bannis efgares. 

        J562 
1 81 4 Kappa, Thita, Lambda mors, bannis efgares. 

IMPROBABLE FAKE DIPLOMAT NEMESIS SAAM STAR PASSES: IN RAT IEAR  2020  AHPEEMEN/Sirius ROLE 
KLEPTOMANIA  GIANTS, GANESH, DERO RAPID GAMMA-PHASER AMOK GEM'S MAP; KIDNAPPER PROLE 
NELL MEAD PARKS, HABIT FORMING PRAGMATISM ELOHIM PHILO DATABASE ANATHEMA AMPHIBIAN OANNES 
MADE IMPATIENT  ELITE DRAFT AIM BAHAMAS STORM PIG/2019 SABOTAGE - PLANS DANGER BAD GMO GRASS  
o PRAGMATISM ELOHIM PHILO DATABASE The Elohim Alliances "pragmatic database" – exactly what I have just been 

collating! Recall I used the words "Here is why I continue – addicted..." 

One other thing Mr Hogue stated regarding "other translaters". That they were not "taking into account the 
Medieval French words".   
I am not picking on Mr Hogue, he is not the only one with this mind set regarding the various publications. 
In fact – some well meaning Nostradamophiles have actually corrected all the "medieval spelling" thinking  
they Knew Better than the Docteur himself. To repeat the words of CHANI, he who gave us the Chani Project which 
prophecies became predictions and most having come true since he first appeared "in the machine" in 1995:* 

AUTHENTIC  MDLV (i555) METRICAL/poetry line  RECLAIM AND EDIT UURECKAGE         repeated as follows: 
SOULS MALUSED/relates to ‘envy’ of finding the quatrain ciphers   FEUD URGED BREED ROGUES  CREEDS 
MEAD: SOUND MDLXII ƚ562  GOOD IDEA USE SAGE’S HUMDRUM UERSION;  MODERN MUGS ODIUM SOURED, 
DISHONOUREDthat editionAS UUELL AS MDLUMDLV/i555 DESIGNED ROUGH DIAMOND UERSION MUGS IGNORED.  

to find anything such as the quatrain reference number in my works one only needs an unusual word: 
C+F+ "UURECKAGE" or  "MALUSED" or "HUMDRUM" or "DIAMOND"  
(recall 1 42 4 "seeking the gold of the Ornament (d'Amant – diamonte,  a form of false diamond) and Psellus." 
The Ornament is Nostradamus himself (3 94 2) and Psellue is Michael Psellus The Younger, his Cronographia 

which speaks of many things, including  quantum mechanics/physics & divorce – published  ƚ.055 A.D. ( y 379)  

ƚ.555  d'Amant - diamonte/Ornament is Capitalized (Amant also means 'lover') 

I ask – why would we?  Why would we need to take into account the Medieval French words? 
Many are hybridized Latin, not capitalized when they should be and vice versa, with everything else "wrong" in 
between – for those translaters who are not aware of the Triple Method;  and the need for certain spelling to 
remain that wordway  in order to facilitate the anagrams. It is by the Knowledge of the Triple Method one can tell 
which of the  "authors" (such as Filippe de Nostredame) are genuine! 

 
this is the Face in Lux that the reincarnated 
Younger Elder Michel is pointing at  9 46 3 

 
On the strength of line four having, he said, T H K L. 
Show me where a T, a H, a K, or an L  is? 



   
  

I felt so sorry for Chevigny/Chavigney because he had the Triple Method. For him to be using it and STILL KEEPING 
IT A SECRET meant he was very much trusted by the Good Docteur, and badly maligned by modern know-it-alls. 
Allan Webber discovered that the anagrams work no matter what language one translates them into! 
Hence the pdf forum LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED 
 

Keeping in mind that at all times over the years from April 10 1980 until I met Allan – I was the MOST CONFIRMED 
NON BELIEVER in anagrams. I only met Allan (by email)  after reading a tinyurl tongue in cheek collection of a few 
famous people by name. Such as William Shakespeare and Michael Jackson. The "coincidences" were just too neat. 

from names MICHAELJACKSON  and WILLIAMSHAKESPEARE 

MICHAEL JACKSON =  
chanel sicko jam  (musicians call a "session" a "jam") 
jail can shock me 
manacle his jocks 
is lech. Can jam OK 
Jail scam – heck no 
A sick lech on jam 
lack cash? join me 
Mi chosen jackal 
jokes – "chains calm 'em" 
claims shock Jane/Jean chick 
claims chosen one 
hijack Lamechs name  
(Noah's father, thought to be a hybrid human. This is 
referring to a genetic likeness between Michael and an 
Egyptian pharoah's queen, and cloning) 

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE = 
I am a weakish speller,  I'll make a wise phrase 
Hear me, as I will speak 
We all make his phrase/praise 
I sleep-walk a sire ham/sham 
I shape warlike males/armies 
Lame Swahili speaker 
I make Lear's wish pale/leap 
Ha! I sparkle as wise male 
I see real mawkish pal, 
is a weepies' hallmark 
skills impress awake sheeple 
SAW SAILS (navy) EMAIL LEAK SALE: AIM SPHERE MALAISE, 
KILLS, WALKS HER MILES, ARMS ISLE LIES ASKEW. sideways 
ALAS KIWI  IS MILLWHEEL SLIP: LAKES PEAKS 
AWAKE.  WHEREAS  PALE IMPS IMPALE,   SHAKE 

THIS was why I was so impressed when working with Corey Goode's name. No matter what line his name was in – not one 
of the lines had a good thing to say about the veracity of Corey Goode. Same for Dr Greer, De Long, Wilcock etc.  
They are all adept at repeating OTHERS' WORK. 

*CHANI PROJECT.  
I have no idea why the date for Chani's interventions has been changed by the likes of Wikipedia etc. 
The first place I read about Chani was in the Nexus Magazine sometime around 2006. Stating he arrived 1995 and 
was gone 2005.  Yet the likes of Wikipedia have changed it to read several years later. My only reasoning is to 
quote what Jim Penniston's experience "gave us" – WHEN Linda Moulton Howe asked Jim Penniston: 

 

1 42 4 has been worked with in many forums 

in CENTURIES 12, DaVINCI GWEN & SARAN (ƚ555) SHARS OF NIBIRU, FREE SASAR ENERGY & FIPPLE 

(ƚ557) 
( J562) 

Cherchant les osdu d'Amant & Prelin,  bonesof/DNA from  Prelin/from going on before,by being squeezed, returning 
Seeking the bones/DNA  of black diamond (ebonics) and Prelin – a name which does not look like the monk Psellus 
(who gave us the Cronographia I055 which described quantum fields) at all, so, let us see if it is a hybrid Latin chain 
word and here we go.  Amant = ornament =  (one of the directives from the Template) , in 3 94 itself... 
Prelin = pre   prae  ADV   before, in front of; forward (prae sequor =  

Prelin = preli prelum, preli  N  wine or oil-press;  

Prelin = relin re  PREFIX   
 from CENTURIES 12 

d'ApurilGotique GROUP LIQUIDATE: QUIT POLAR GUIDE ST. PLANNED IN MAY (see page 19 HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT  

KalendesdAmant Pfelyn ƑAN (san: first) EMPTY LAND, MAN SEEK LAND - FEND APTLY. MANY NAKED … SELF PLANTED (A.I.)  

http://archives.nd.edu/words.html


   
  

1 42 4 Cherchant les or du dAmant Pfelyn  
HANDS [from Leo] CHOP HEADS PHENOMENAL. CRAFTED FUNDAMENTALLY HARD CRUST RECENTLY [earthquakes]  
FRENCH SUDAN HARDLY NEED CONTEMPLATE (centre of axis point, as is the antipodean [exact opposite] Pine Gap] 

 from SHARS OF NIBIRU 

 
(orbit – the new calendars and or TIME but could be the fence the Military Industrial Complex has constructed at Giza)  
NICE AGE (years) GATE BY PIT (space or pit near the Sphinx) FENCE [boundary/time, orbit,)  
CAPE (hidden) BY FEET [Sphinx paws] GET BY ƒINE ("Gate" is the stage gate/stargate portal)  Get time travel by sine waves.  
These are the heiroglyphic waves people think mean ''Aquarius'', which it might mean too, as an air sign  
1 42 1 EDUCATE QUID (everyone): IS EXPLODING KEL'S STAR (nova/nebula) 
1 42 Kalendes Gotique  
QUOTE: LEAK SIGNED, (signs) LINKED AGES, LIKEN [reconciled] AGES EDGES.  
QUIET LEGEND the KING SEALED. KING [Ötto] EQUATED ''LOSE''.  
SHE QUOTES KIND EAGLE [Enki] SO DELETING QUOTA. [The 324 missing years]  
GODS QUAKE [Nibiru] QUIETEN LEAK (in Enki's Tablet 10)  
LEOS (Sphinx) DESIGN EQUATED ANU KINGS SIGN  
(and looked like Ninghizzida/Hermes/Thoth). 
DIG [search] INTO LEO-QUEEN TASK.  
(This is the Leo/Virgo/Hatshepsut Sphinx conjoined hint in  
8 30 ''Leo blur Zee'' where Zee is Cassiopeia noting she is the ''crowned queen''   as was Hatshepsut 
. The zodiac of Denderah shows the Sphinx as Leo Virgo conjoined 
QUEST AGED LEO [the age of] & KIN.('kin' the Giza complex)  
QUOTE TO QUID [everyone] KEN [understand] LEOS GATE  
quite so: the Leo Sphinx star gate as seen on the copper plaque of Psunennes I picture at pg 7 of About The Collator  
Once again my knuckles have been rapped. When working on 1 42 in former forums, this decoding had been 
omitted. As you can see, it is all about the missing 324 years and king Ötto removing them, even stating why.  
THIS IS FURTHER CONFIRMATION REGARDING THE IDEA THAT THE ''MIDDLE AGES NEVER HAPPENED''.  
At the same time also confirming THE SHROUD IS REAL  
The quatrains which speak of the missing three hundred are 7 36 and 1 40, where line 3 also says  
''One whose assignment requires history of Egypt . plus 

 from Da Vinci GWEN SARAN 
1 42 4 Cherchant les or du dAmant &  Pfelyn    seeking the gold of the 'Ornament' [Nostradamus] & Psellus. 

HANDS [from Leo] CERN  PHENOMENAL CRAFTED FUNDAMENTALLY HARD CRUST RECENTLY [earthquakes] 
FRENCH  SUDAN HARDLY NEED CONTEMPLATE  (centre of axis point, as is the Pine Gap antipode] 

o tenth of the April Calends: A chain reference to the Law Of One finished by Cröwley April 10 1904 

seeking the gold: both ormus and knowledge. Psellus (Michael the Younger) who wrote of quantum mechanics and orme in 
his Chronographia  in ƚ055A.D. 
1 42 4 Cherchant les or du  d’Amant & Pfelyn              Seeking the gold Knowledge of the Ornament 3:94:2 and Psellus 

MILL LIMITATION UUINDSvb FLAUUED  another phrase meant to be studied and which once again has been 
covered without the finding of this phrase first.   This refers to the vortex system of our solar system which 
was the conclusion of the question  ‘Why The Hammered Bracelet Could Not Be Flown Over’  the answer to 
which fulfilling three purposes. Telling us we are all 1)« followers » of our sun – and 2) vindicating Sitchin’s 

"Line 1, ‘Gotique’ is Gothic,  
an East Germanic language  
which is well-recorded,  but  
died-out in the Sixth Century. 

Nigel Offord/Nostramundusʺ 
 

A clue I missed – died out in the late 

500s – say 583! Yet still in use while 

the docteur was living – in the 

SIXTH  Century  

 A BIG TYPE FENCE which Giza now has.Or Space Ties 



   
  

works. The ‘works’ include Clay Tablet #10 of Enki which describes the cause of Noah’s flood, the timing (Leo Rising)  
and the directive to Noah to collect   3).  ‘the seeds of all living things’ ~ taking   only enough livestock for the journey.   

        In other words – the Ark was a laboratory. 
3 44 3 Le foudre a vierge fera fi maleficque,    
IS QUEER GIRAFFE’S  LARGE FAIR-FACED FECAL  QUEUE  FEVER  FATEFUL ;  

o QUEER  GIRAFFE  those from the Camelopardalis who control the LARGE FAIR FACED  FECAL   Pile : Alcyone 
o QUEUE  FEVER  either in chemtrails or needles, with a pun, since ‘Q’ fever is most unpleasant. OR the Q Plan 

MEAD OF CLEVER  ELOIM  AFFAIR :   I SEE GIRL IS UUEAK (yes, ill) ELOISE  OF  SIGN - AIR  Aquarius true 
QUALIFIED  GREER : FAVORS VALUE  OFFICIAL  FAME,  IS  FIERCE MAFIA AFFORDED  EVIL  ILL-MAIM  continues 3 44 4 

 CLEVER  ELOIM  AFFAIR  the quatrains and riddles of Nostradamus and Da Vinci 
3 44 2 Apres grands peines & fauts viendra parler : 
FRAGRANT  SUPER  LEPSARIA PURENESS  DEPRIVED  DENSE  VIPERS’  DNA  PAIN  PLEIADE   DESERVES, 
DRIVEN  RUNS  RAPTURE’S  SIN         this speaks of the Alcyone being helped who are forced to ‘work’ for the « vipers » 

 LEPSARIA  the four winged gate guides  PLEIADES  those of Alcyone, Atlas and Maia, invaded by reptilian DNA... so 
it seems the Lepsaria have different ideas what to do with these Pleiadians 

1 42 4 i557 ed. Cherchant  les osdu d'Amant & Prelin  noting it is a comma at the end of line 4 meaning this topic continues
(Walter)  

 
in the PDF forum IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS, SOME USED – there are hints regarding a way to open the time gate 
at Rennes Le Chateau HAUTPOUL’S EUSTYLE GENERATE SENT: GONE OUT, LAPS PLUTO 6 18 3  
HAUTPOUL’S time portal at Rennes, EUSTYLE intercolumniation is the spacing measurement  between base of columns  

 :::PreNatal – before you were born MIS-PLACED into another place 

NEANDERTHAL CHANCELLOR TEMPLAR CHARLAMAGNIC PERIOD  
COMPLIANT OAK ISLAND SCRAP CHARADERS ESCAPE  
TIME TRAUELLERS' CHRONAL UISOR= SECOND RATE 

 because the cronor visor is like a tv, a screen into time  
STAR  ORMANCER "TREASURE" ACADEMIC SCHOLARS ENTHRALLS 

 :::::a person does not need to do bungy jumping to get shocking thrills while working with these! 
First finding the book by Walter Hunt named via 11 #21 (which I bought) 
Then being told in the very next line I was working here-with that 
Walter Hunt did know about the Gregorian Chant and time travel! 
I did write and ask him and he answered with "it 's a fiction", but now we know that he knew.  
On the subject of LEPROSY – WE HAVE SEEN THIS VIGNETTE SO MANY TIMES WE HAVE BECOME TIRED OF IT 
                                    EXCEPT FOR ONE LITTLE SPINE CHILLING DETAIL – and not the jellyfish nor black cube shape 
shifting craft hovering – those which are responsible, not for the Lay person wearing the garb of the uneducated 
but because the Lay Person ("leper" in alchemye) IS WEARING THE WHITE GLOVES OF A LEPER.  
The ROSARIES is a date of November 25 to December 22 – in Sagittarius. The trees (what is left of them) are all 
dates too. It is only a matter of figuring what they are. On the right is REED, which is also OWL and recall the empty 
wheel with a tiny owl? It is Samhain, Halloween, also JASPER and the only place I have seen the word JASPER used 
is in one of the Latin letters of Nostradamus. Then a Poplar, the main date being BELTANE.  And on the left? 

 

LEPROSY – after collecting the Leprosy lines I was horrified to find that Leprosy is 
returning – being brought into America with the refugee invasion.Sept 10 '19 
Is a Dark Ages disease the new American plague threat? | TheHill 
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/460442-is-a-dark-ages-disease-the-new-american-
plague-threatAnonymous View 
4 days ago ... A study just released from the Keck Medical Center at the University of 
Southern California looked at 187 leprosy patients treated at its clinic ... 
5 49 
Not from Spain but from ancient France (or Thrace?) 
No one elected   for the quaking barque (Earth) means n w o 
To the enemy [Muslim] will a promise be made, 
He (Soros) who in his realm will cause a cruel plague.   (Leprosy) 

scorched earth – a Roman empire policy... White gloves = a leper 
Black cube – they morph into jellyfish craft 

The original name Parca in Lettre #32, was taken as masculine by the translator/s but ‘quae’ is the female – albeit they 

still spelt it PARKS in the English, as translated from the Latin Parca 
THE TRANSLATOR’S ENGLISH 

“Here already it has been some time that my dear Brotot was delighted by  Parks,  who took hold [of our mandate] those things 

amongst which must be done by herself (being) as a priority the more important [thing/mandate] among us.”   

THE  ENGLISH SHOULD BE SAYING ‘HER’  – BUT DOES NOT BECAUSE THE TRANSLATOR/S  DID NOT KNOW  WHAT THE SUBJECT REALLY WAS 
ABOUT – THE HANDING OF THE ‘LITERARY WORKS’ TO A FEMALE PERSON IN THE FUTURE – THIS GENDER ISSUE IS REITERATED BY THE LATIN 
WORDS WHICH FOLLOWED IN LETTER 32 after the word ‘jasper’, YET WERE NOT TRANSLATED  INTO THE ENGLISH; THEY WERE JUST LEFT ‘HANGING’ ie: 

Moreover indication is (in evidence) she is unharmed by infection in the pelvis because of her bad decision (caused by the Dalkon shield in 1972) 
autem (moreover) datae  (evidence provides) illae (cost her/unharmed) ad (by) fonts (pelvis/also means Sagittarius-Scorpio – quite so)  

febriles (fever) prope (close to, because of) tua (ƒ: your) mapalia (bad decision, slovenly conduct)     Doctors in 1972 had no idea 

‘‘Parca… who has the ears to hear whatsoever  amongst our mandate ...   To undergo delivery forthwith’’ 

https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/460442-is-a-dark-ages-disease-the-new-american-plague-threat
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/460442-is-a-dark-ages-disease-the-new-american-plague-threat
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/460442-is-a-dark-ages-disease-the-new-american-plague-threat
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/460442-is-a-dark-ages-disease-the-new-american-plague-threat
https://eu-browse.startpage.com/do/proxy?ep=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&ek=587n78376457673161576p6p536r6865666p6p54&ekdata=4f6285bedea6d8b907a92978a0cac615


   
  

AND of course, while I was fetching the "jasper" find, I spotted this: Lettre #36 too 
Dominico Sanstefanio, et lammotio Pathoni civibus Tholozanis, M. Nos trad. s.p. [101 vº-103 vº]. 
"This is truly what happened: I am not basing what I say on mere empty arguments or oracles. Those who have hitherto 
looked into it are certainly wrong as far as the true location is concerned. As for me, you will see that I am not inventing 
anything: I am going to tell you the place, without any error -- and without using involved language, either.  It is located 
toward the west of the site in question, in the part of it where one can still see pieces of marble adorned with remarkable 
sculptures representing animals, and especially oxen and bulls; there are also urns and other earthenware vases, as well as  
a beautiful frieze of porphyry and jasper depicting the effigy of a lion bearing a sword -- i.e. carrying a sword in its mouth. 

I have underlined the ciphered words – which I point out he states: 

 "I am not inventing anything..... and without using involved language, either." 
" I am not basing what I say on mere empty arguments or oracles."  

So he is basing the information on what he has seen. What he knows. 
Even Though I am using someone else's translation, it is still clear that he speaks of a mysterious "place" such 
as Giza (or a place with a stage gate, like, Rennes Le Chateau) – so we have: 
west of the site  West of Giza? The Bennu Cave? 
oxen and bulls   The bulls of Saqqara and Taurus (the Age of)  and the oxen of Aldebaran 
urns (a date of Aquarius) and other earthenware = amphorae (found full of monatomic gold under Bucegi – leaving from Bennu Cave 
porphyry and jasper   Porphyry, astronomer who gave his name to the Milky Way. Jasper, a date of Halloween (Owl) 
lion bearing a sword   Leo "masters of all" 6 59 3, the Sword is the Orion Group 
in its mouth.  this has an alchemycal meaning which evades my mind at the moment 
 

 

Vignette 51 
REFERS to the Three Pillars.  Reptilian being sent off by the 
ARM: those of 1:10 in the Black Knight  
and or the date Gemini    (ALE/LIVER) 
BANNER:  empire from within another [dark] universe/dimension 
EMPIRE:    reptilian Oannes/Anu 
FIR TREE: date December solstice 
PALL: – either volcanic or eclipse 
ROSE:  can mean a Friday, the star gate portals or in May 

 

 
Fir Tree date is December 21-22 
 
Porphyry's Pillar is ours, the Milky Way with the lay person (us) – 
in the middle, the band is turned attaching it to the Arm of Cepheus 
(King of kings)   ("Band" is also the Milky Way, plus Andromeda 
"bound"). 
Notice the three rungs of obsidian – a black quartz that holds 
memory. 
The "King" on his pillar (dimension) refers to reptilian reign and 
that includes the fallen ones controlling everything in our 
background. 
 
The three poplars means the third day in Poplar – or are they 
Cypress? 
 

 

YOUNG RAMPANT LION VEILED  Leo Minor. FreeMasons 

ANU CROSS AT RIB/HIP = Chertan.  Once called The Carpenter 

the cross formed by cymatics for a particular frequency 

FLEUR DE LYS = electrical energy, a triad. Indicates time travel 

DOVE/Columbia  thought to mean the Pleiadians 

URN = Aquarius. See the water emitting light? 

SHEEPLE – "flock of sheep"  = Ursa Major also known as  

The Beehive 

SWORD = Orion 



   
  

 

 

OXEN = Aldebaran/2021 

Taurus has no hind legs 

Two Moons – all dark  

 

 

 

Vignette 55  G M O? AMPHORAE ~ URN ~ ELECTRICITY 
 

ORMUS – white powder gold – now you know why gold is in such high 
demand – in the universe 
GOLDEN VEIL  hidden from all of us 
with the fleur de lys symbol for free energy/electricity 
created using magnetism (sonic waves sent through magnetic resonance  
producing the fleur de lys – flower of fire 
combine the two and you have gone behind the veil too 

hile searching my files for the full terminology of THERSES  I came across this – only ever stated once, regarding David 

Wilcock. There were many warnings on Corey Goode being a parasite disinformer, but only one about Wilcock – enough 

anyway to understand he is in the same ego-based bracket that Corey Goode is – on the illuminati payroll   ...             

 
 CIGAR FRINGE – the type of craft. 
 OVERFILLED MEDIEVAL CALENDARS – made them "more" by adding 1,000 years 
 CHILDREN INTO SAUSAGES – MEGA DEATH  we have seen that  Da Vinci said this 
 stop this by HALTING THE FLAGGED FALSE AHEAD DATE CLAUSE FIDDLED  (we are in I343, NOT 2019) 
 DEAF GREEDIER FAME FILCHERS  - those supposed Nostradamus "experts" of  6 100 say much, giving little. 
 The one who is referred to SELLS HALF MAGIC LIFE-HELL, REFERS "HALL OF RECORDS" FEEDS LARGE HARM, 

DREAMS CHARGES FEMALE DEFAMED HIS FIEFDOM (would that be me? yes, it is because MEAD sits in 
'DEFAMED') and to say HIS (David Wilcock's) FIEFDOM  tells us what he thinks of himself.   Always, but 
ALWAYS keep at the front of your mind what Immanuel Iscariot said: "you will know them by their deeds" 
and if I may be so brazen to ask – what has Wilcock actually done? 
I tried very hard to find any lines with something positive about Corey Goode – only to compound the lack 
 

How  to  de activate an  R F I D Ch1p / 1mplant 

w 

  



   
  

"" “The implantable microchip can be removed from the body – but it’s not like removing a splinter. This image is from a French 

documentary showing a VeriChip being surgically removed from the arm of a journalist. Source: News of the world – RFID  CNN 

reporter Robyn Curnow confirms that chip removal is difficult. She was implanted with a VeriChip in a Spanish night club in 2004 

and had the device removed later that year. She reports that the surgery was a challenge for the doctors involved, a far cry from 

“removing a splinter.” Here is her report: Once back home in London, I begin to feel uncomfortable and unsure about my microchip 

implant. The Baja Beach Club Web site assures that getting rid of the microchip is a simple and harmless procedure, something like 

removing a splinter. But the two doctors I consulted in London’s Harley Street disagreed. Getting the microchip removed became 

serious business.” 

The following is from a reader who had an unbearable ringing in their ears and suspected they had an implant. This is an 

excerpt from part of their letter. 

“That night, taking the advice on your website, 3/4″ Neodymium magnets were now placed on the top arch of the ear, one if front, 

and one behind. But the ear had been cut, and the force of the magnets became so painful, they were not able to sleep with them 

on more than 2 hours before having to remove them.” 

Only days have gone by… but the sound has not returned.  

(Referring to the ringing and beeping noises.)” 

Magnets can also  be found inside old hard drives. They will be encased in a silver (or gold) overlay because they are more brittle 

than other magnets. But you will not mistake them, because the moment you try to put them together you will pinch your fingers. 

They are very powerful magnets, derived from a rare earth mineral.              
      C+F+  

 
And they WILL render micro-chips useless.” Original source http://www.metatech.org/ 

2 17 d'EthnePyreneesNorth. Ethnic cached in North Pyrenees (Carpathia/Bucegi) see video Peter Moon Giant’s Base 

 THREE Halloween  

  the industrial military complex underground   SO NONE  RE-ENTER
THESE DRONED THE HONESTY PENRE, THEN ROTTEN PHONEY PYTHON HEN/Grus NERD ENTERS,Penre  

 ‘TRENDY’ TEENS’ ENTHRONED THE DEEP NET. internet   
TENDER contractual PERSONS YET   OPENED PHONEY PRETEND  RENT, EYED-HYPHEN-PORN STOPS  

o TENDER being a pun on children.  The other meaning for ‘tender’ is a contractual arrangement. So, yes, a contract.       
As if anyone could stop the NETHER  DONS anyway! 

o PYTHON serpent HEN from Bennu/Grus usually means Soros 
  not sure what this means. Maybe that people are waking up to the stolen children-porn rings NOTE: RED-PENNY-DROPS

o 1. literary: a drug described in Homer's Odyssey as  NEPENTHES banishing grief or trouble from a person's mind.
          2. a plant of a genus that comprises the Old World pitcher plants,   the plant that traps.

   time travel

 H.O.N.E.Y dates, we have seen before 
  a greenish rock-forming mineral of the orthopyroxene class, consisting of a magnesium iron silicate. 

  
IS U N  OANNES  EMP 
1 4 1 Par l'Univers fera fait un Monarque  
EFFUSIVE PARANORMAL QUARTER IN U.N. –  
AFFIRMATIVE PURE ON,(e.Yah-Enki)  
IN QUEEN Cass, QUARRELS ANU LIAR IN U.N.  
IS  U.N. OANNES FAVOUR PRIME ULTRA EUREKA E.M.P..  
UR EA (e.Yah) REMARKS ''FAVOUR the PITIFUL'' the meek/elect.  

         IS ULTRA OANNES APE Ahpee Sirius MURKIER 'FAVOUR' 
A NEFARIOUS VENTURA the clone AIM PURER FOLK.  
VENTURA TO ENQUIRE OF FALSE PARAMOUR OF 
OPAQUEcached FIREARMS 

No doubt you have all heard the news blabbing about an 
E.M.P. threat? 

When the free fipple energy lines came to light, especially 
regarding what the Fleur de Lys really means, I had placed 
them in  a folder titled ''Eureka'',   so now they are alluding 
to that word to mean   the directed energy field. 

1 4 4 Sera regie en plus grand detriment B ij 
RESIST DERANGED PREMIER MAI STIRS ENG.(UK)  
JUBILANT, JESTING, ARRESTING  PLEBEIAN– 
MURDERED   NG/in Reed/Scorpio 

 

The reason the recent pdf  ENKUR-ENLIL-VALIANT THOR – NIMROD 
was necessary was in response to Trump's idea of "In God We Trust" 
My question was "which God?" 
Turns out it is actually the god of Israel's Iniquity, the one of Noahide "law" the "jealous and wrathful" 
 

…from the recent forum  EnKur Enlil Nimrod 
  
H.MP 
I THINK THIS IS QUITE CORRECT – I WATCHED A VIDEO OF BLUE-TIE TRUMP RECENTLY AND HIS NICTICTATION 
WAS THE MOST SUBTLE I HAVE EVER SEEN. JUST THE IRIS ITSELF NOT INCLUDING THE WHITES OF THE EYE. MY 
IMME-DIATE THOUGHT WAS "THIS IS NOT A NEGATIVE REPTILIAN". I HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO ASCERTAIN WHAT 
THEY MEAN BY HAVING THE "MILITARY" BACKING THEM UP. IF THIS IS THE MARINES – THAT WOULD BE UNDER 
ENKI (not being aware that an arm of the Military are "Q") 
  
M diG 

http://www.metatech.org/


   
  

I guess we’re being told that we’re on the right track; take a look: 
   

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2019 
Trump orders U.S. Marine Corps Reserve units into active duty 
  
Posted on October 7, 2019 by Dr. Eowyn 
Yesterday, Mike Adams of Natural News alerted us to a directive signed four days ago on Oct. 3, 2019, by Marine 
Corps Brigadier General Daniel L. Shipley, ordering Marine Corps Reserve units to active duty “in support of” the 
United States’ civil authorities. 
On January 16, 2019, then-Colonel Daniel Shipley was nominated by President Trump for appointment to the rank 
of brigadier general. Gen. Shipley is now the Director of the Marine Corps’ Manpower Plans and Policy — a 
division within the Department of Manpower and Reserve Affairs (M&RA), the largest department within the 
Marine Corps Headquarters. 

(my interjection ... M & RA  is this a hint from Marduk, trying to insinuate as he usually does?) 
 
 

1 75  1 Le tyran Sienne occupera Savone, i562 The tyrant of Siena will occupy Savona,         Le tyran Sienne occupera Sauone i557 

LAY TRY TOO EARNESTLY STRAINS ONE EYE – May 26 2006. home from nose op. left eye hurting due to right eye being blind 
NELL,  LET  NONE TYRANNISE YOU: NOT ONCE 

USA ~SUPER RAY SYRIAN INNOCENCE   
PURE  TOLUENE.    N/Feb 18 to Mar. 17

PRAYER TO RESONANT SAPIENCE A.C.E.: PROLETARIAN NARROUULY ALIENATES PENNY-UUISE LAUUYER ANU NOUU 5 Nov 18 

CRANE’S SOROS  SON-IN-LAUU  SPAUUNS INSANE APES SERPENT ‘SAINTS’ UNEASY LARCENIES SPANIEL [dog, a water dog 2018] YEAR 
INCREASES UUATER CANNON POTENCE AS NEW LACERANT NECROTIC UUEAPONS,  ANNOUNCES AYSE LEPSARIA ENTRANCE 
OUUN PORTENT: INNOCENCE NEUU PEACE ESCENT CROUUN UUENT PARACELSIAN SAPIENCE SENTIENCE NEAR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
NATIONAL  ELECTIONS  NOSEY UUINNER PENSE/PENCE OUUES TO TREASON, EARNEST ICES ELECTRICITY IS VERY REASON 
EUROPEAN SUNNY ANNOYANCES, CONVEYS NO COOL ERA VENUE. CONFER S.O.S. YES? A.C.E. CONVENE, USES COOLER SCORES 
CREEPY NASAL ALTAIRAN  EVIL ONES COY SECRECY PRESENCE UNSEEN, POUNCE; CENSUS EVERYONE, ONCE EVEN CORPSES 
o ESCENT Pearl date is Winter Solstice, whenever that is nowadays, Solstice as a word is in this line meaning sun stands still 
CROUUN means King [of kings] and or Libra Oct. 

OMITTED FROM FREE SASAR ENERGY (bottom of Folio 3) and 21 TYPES  OF FREE ENERGY 
WEED- UUEED   from  CONSCIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS & QUBITS 

 
from GUNS & JFK JNR 

 
 The word PURSLANE can be taken as a chain reference to the word WEED meaning marijuana as a GIFT 
 and this information then led on to the extra new free energy information.  C.F. HEMP 

4 42  1 Geneue & Langres par ceux de Chartres & 
E.D. "LET PARCS ARGUE ACT" 
RENDERS  EXCEL ;  HUGE  GUARANTEE  
ADD ENRAGE EXTERNAL HUGE SEDUCER /Allah-Lu-Lucifer 
HE ARGUES RULE NEXT AGE  RESURGENCE 
HUGE  THEATRES  ETHER  SHATTERED           orbits 
ENDANGERS  EL EXEC. (Eloim)TREASURES  time gates   
PARCS  LEARNS  HUGE  XX,  [20] GARDENER  Elohim 
EXECUTES:  REGULATE  OLDEST  CHARTED  GENE 
RELEGATE;  UUEED  EARTH  SPARCE  GENE  A.D. AGE 
URNAquarius 
SPACE  EXCUR  LARGEST  U X  LODGE  EUUE 2027   
EASTER 

 4 44    see   ''BI THESAURAL''  
5 61

 
2 
 

DRONE HAULED ~ CHUNKY HILUM AMENDED 
a meteor – much advertised by NASA, and sent by them 
OX

/2021 
TAURUS 

Aldebaran  Nazis 
SUCH OANNES/ANAKIM,.   

ZETA HERCULIS 
the greys of treaty 9 and the Annunaki. OX year =  2021 
CREATE ORMUS – FEMALE GREYS RECAST:  
LOWER  SURFACE  SET CAMOUFLAGED  
Made invisible from below by the Marcabians 
The] TWO COME OUT AGGREGATED AS ONE,  
ACCOMPANY FLOWER BELL – AIRLIFT ABOVE 
flower/DNA Bell means time travelling Therses   G ( meaning 
the FreeMasons/elite) RIP TOR KNOCK  E./Equinox 
AIRLIFT: the false “rapture” TOR KNOCK = tectonic plates RIP  

See how the I562 edition has only one "u",,, and the I557 edition has two?  
This means there is a W in the I557 publication, which will provide a different topic 



   
  

2 6  2 Seront deus fleaux onques n'aperceu vn tel 
CONSEQUENT  CONQUEST  PAPER  REED    
PULVERESCENT  FLAX  UUEED               
ELUXATE  SOLVENT  FLUX 
PUCE  RELENTS:  VOLUNTEERS  PARE  CURVE  

Will be two scourges the like of which was never seen 
PAPER=Earth or  a Sunday  REED  in Scorpio 
FLAX  UUEED  pulverised      (and a date in Pisces)  
ELUXATE to dis-locate, to put out 
PUCE – the Anu.  PARE CURVE – the elliptical orbit 

 

from WHAT ARE THE CHANCES 
   2 13 2 Iour de la mort mys en natiuite: Day of death put for birthday:                             time travel/reincarnation 

MY TUUO EMINENT ETERNITY ELDERS UUISDOM TO UUEED USES UUINTRY   ON ISRAELS UUARM:
RADIATE  ITALY ISRAEL DONE.  TSUNAMI  UUATERED IDOLISER AREAVatican IN  OUR   NINETY- SEUEN-OS-RAT YEAR 
 (2014 was "their"  I690,  so 697 = 2021) ƚ = 2020  = Capricorn which spans two years, so meaning RAT OS 2020 osculating into 2021 

 "RADIATE ITALY" see the ADRIATIQUE  forums, the false asteroid.  TSUNAMI  refers to "over Mt. Fesulan" Mt Olympus
 

from DERO COLLECTION PART TWO 
2 73 3 Nay de trois bras predit bellique image,  Born with three arms the predicted warlike image, = 

in the Black Knight – who altered Putin's DNA KINGLIEST KING’S/
= BAEDEKER countries guidebook  LEARNING  UUEED  ENERGY  UUAS INTRUDERS’  GREATER  REALITY   

 

from ANDROGYNE DOREAN  SMART SPACESUIT  May 2016 
This line 9 52 2 pairs  i557  publication  3 20 1  Par les cotrees du grand fleuue Betique  
KNOUULEDGE UUE EDUCATED; BASED ON ARTISAN'S BULLFROG CREATURES IN LAST SUPPER ART  DESPITE POUUER 
FULL SPLEENFUL CORRUPT ELITE SEDUCERS (DESIRED UURECKAGE) BEFUDDLING DISTRACTED LEPERS QUITE BERSERK 
DRAGON-LIKE GRUS RACKETEER SOROS  PAID POLICE AGREED TO TEARGAS, USE  SASAR PULSE TOOL ORGONE UUEAPON,
BLUDGEONS SELF-CENTRED TRENDIER GAOL-BIRD PERSECUTED AS LABOURER RIOTERS ACCUSED AS  'POLITICAL SERF 

DEGENERATES'  (CELEBRATES ).     UUEED  ENERGIES
 
2 13 2 Iour de la mort mys en natiuite:    Day of death put for birthday:                                          time travel/reincarnation 
MY TUUO EMINENT ETERNITY  ELDERS  UUISDOM TO USE UUEED. UUINTRY ON UUARM ISRAEL: DONE RADIATE ITALY 

TSUNAMI  UUATERED IDOLISER  AREA Vatican IN  (2014 = I690, so I697 = 2021) RAT = 2020 OS = yule NINETY- SEUEN-OS-RAT YEAR
 

1 40 3 Hyftra d'Egypte qui veult que l'on deflie ('q' = 'k', 'ƒ ' = 's')      appeared in ANCIENT ECUADOR, EGYPT. Published Aug 10 2014 

            One sent/assigned to study Egyptian History 

VOTE FOR UUEED  ENERGY  CLEANS, DEFLECTS  LETHAL FILTHY DEVIL OILS PLASTICS THAT USE UP, KILLS A 
FIFTH OF OUR LOVING VITAL UPLIFTED PLANET. LUCKY ONE DEFT PLUCKY POET VALUED EARTHS HEART 
PIVOTAL YOU ADOPT DENY HER, YOUR ALOTTED VICTUAL'D HOTEL,  VIOLATED THICK POLLUTED STATE 
 

Please click here for Why the Bible Cannot be the Word of God 
Please click here for Why Jesus Christ cannot be the Messiah 

Walter Reinhold Warttig Mattfeld y de la Torre, M.A. Ed. 
 

LIST OF  TWENTYTWO TYPES  OF  FREE  ENERGY 
 

When  people quiz me regarding the "honesty" or true benevolence of the source         

of these works (despite so many alerts coming true), with some even suggesting 

Archons are behind the works because "Nostradamus was a Jew and a satanist"...!  

my answer is always this: 
 

You show me ANY other  so called 'prophecies' from ANY OTHER source, including so 

called 'channellers' - (hate that word 'prophecies', I am only a collator) 

that have provided the constructive information that is to follow; 

You might ask "why do They  (Them Up There) bother?"  

IF you did have that thought – then you are part of the problem. The dis-ease our 

lovely planet is suffering. Pollution, deforestation, death of the oceans rivers and 

waterways. And for what? For the love of money, for greed, and for only the few. 

This is one area Allan Webber's Programmed Template shows its reason to Be.  

In order that you yourself can go and check  
In former pdf files, each new free energy line was published as it was found – so that list of 21 types 
as it was begins here with additional  lines found today, and they are about HEMP 
 

5 14 3 Proche de Malthe, Heredde prinfe viue,   
RED-HANDED U.N. ELITE HATRED, THIEVES, DEPRIVED DEVELOPED EARTH  RECEPTIVE OF FECULENT HEMP HEADS 

http://www.bibleorigins.net/MoabiteBloodMessiah.html
http://www.bibleorigins.net/WhyJesusChristCannotbetheMessiah.html
http://www.bibleorigins.net/WebsiteAuthorBackground.html


   
  

EVIL ENLIL VAL THOR THUNDERER  DECEIVED: 
 

 HELEN MEAD DECIPHER EPHEMERAL THETA  E.T.  CIPHER PROVIDED HEMP FUEL CODES
 THETA can be the Hip-Ribs of Leo/Chertan, Centaur, the end of River Eridanus-at Aquarius (Carina, Pegasus and 

Serpens also have a Theta). This is saying that Hemp was brought to Earth by those from Theta – at a guess, from 
Aquarius. So here we can hark back to Hogue's "explanation" of line  4 that he has as Thiakol. But actually says   1 81 4 

Kappa, Thita, Lambda mors, bannis efgares. 1 81 Challenger? – no, the clue sits in the word “neuf” which not only 

means “new, novel, innovate”  but also the number nine – of which the Pleiades are composed:  

The King (Atlas) The Queen (Plione) AND THE Seven Sisters - which HAVE been “divided”! 

They are the Third peoples from Ante Christ, [Epistle To Henri II] the 200 led by Semyase [the Bible]  

from Atlas, Alcyone and Maia ~ thus dividing up the (angelic) peoples from Pleiades – ergo: 

"the NINE SET APART FROM HUMAN FLOCK" are the Pleiadians (nine stars in Pleiades).  

The last line, line 4 in all three of my original ("authentic") publications does not say what Hogue is saying at all.  

The words are in actual Greek 1 81 4. 

The word “mors” does not necessarily mean “death”.  

It refers to “microphone”, a maw being a bit in the bridle which is what modern microphones do look like.  

But it also hints at directed energy fields in this quatrain.  
 The Pleiades invaded by those from Centauri KAPPA (greys of the Military Industrial Complex), those from Chertan, 

once part of Carpenter constellation, now THETA in Leo (shape shifters “managers of all”, 6 59 3, including Sirius), and 

those from Aldebaran  LAMBDA (sexual rogues MK Ultra etc in Antarctica. 3 81 1 in the Hidden Texts) In the Preface 

Nostradamus warns us how to understand the Quatrains by ALWAYS LOOKING TO ASTRONOMY  FIRST 
10 7 4  HemPhiMetz      HEMP 
PI MHZ (megaHertz ?) THEME   I MET H.P TIME ITEM  -    
H.P  TIE  M(Orion) H(Taurus/Pleiades)  Z (Cassiopeia) & M.E/magnetic energy 
(and only yesterday a topic popped up in fb where someone said ʺhumans are derived from Orionʺ. So I asked where did that 
information come from and the answer was "The Wave" in the ʺ Casseopea Experiment". Whereas I have to date understood 
that LyRans were the foundation of humans and long before humans came to Earth.  So, I have some reading to do. 
HP-THEE MEET HIP E.T. HEMP ITEM ~ ZIP TIE MHZ  THEME ...  

 HIP  here is  LEO E.T. 
9 97 3  MATCH  ACANTH SEEDS PHASM HELP  from Allan Webber's Template 

from DERO COLLECTION PART TWO 

2 73 3 Nay de trois bras predit bellique image,  Born with three arms the predicted warlike image, = ARM MARG EDDON 
in the Black Knight, King of kings=Cepheus – who altered Putin's DNA /

= countries guidebook    BAEDEKER  
 saying: the Elohim "intruders' " proof to us that these works are genuine UUAS  E.T. INTRUDERS’  GREATER  REALITY 

 ARM = obs. for Cepheus who “holds the [DNA] branches in his arm” and the  true Watcher-Guardians for the Living Library 
 MARGid = obs. for Ursa Major – part of the Orion Group invaders 
 EDDUR = The Casseopean-Elohim Alliances 

1 6 3 1 Acetyl Eucalyn 
6 3 1  Allan Webber's Computer Programmed Template 

“The Voyager ultraviolet spectrometer experiment detected traces of acetylene (C2H2) and ethane (C2H6) in 

abundances on the order of 10-8.  These gases are by-products of methane, which dissociates when ultraviolet      

light from the Sun strikes the upper atmosphere.” 
2 1 40 3 Baghdad batteries using vinegar or orange juice. Even one potato can energize your mobile fone. 

3 3 9 1 
 Chlorella power - being worked on right now  

5 51 3 

4 ƚ.566  = 

Presage 2024 
Element 115 anti gravity element from Ha/Dubnium; see in ANDROGYNE DOREAN SMART SPACESUITS #1 

 Ou il ha le paradi,  Oh the ha/dubnium paradigm it otherwise /in another  form,    = ununpentium

5 1 63 1 

4 25 4 

Gallium: scientists were working on it in 2009. also known as Indium, offset by the need to mine for it.  
Also see INDIUM in the Template   

6 Preface  

page 4 

Harnessing plant life  such as a rose bush to produce electricity, somewhat very similar principle to the aquatic 

Pyramid power  
 Nexus Magazine 2017. 

 See also Chlorella and Pyramid Power – which was derived from Capitalized  words in The Preface * 

7 9 97 3 Hemp plant  5 14 3  2 73 3   UUAS  E.T. INTRUDERS’  GREATER  REALITY 

8 9 46 3 
Hydro generators (up to 3kva) can buy in Illinois, around $400 each at the time of writing. The topic of water 

power began recently with the revelation that the crop square of Valgrïnd (face in lace) is  about water memory. 

It is that image which the Younger Elder Nostradamus is pointing at in David Huggins art.  

9 3 37 1 Kanzius John – certain radio frequencies run thru salt water producing a temperature over 1200  Kelvin being 

used in Naval cargo plane engines. Might be wise to look over those Patents too, to find the 'UUireless'  frequency 

10 3 51 3 
LUMINANT LUX The FIFTH new matter form – called LUX is a form of light matter, the CLEVER DORDRECHT 

FLOUUERLET VERTEX 
 
in the ANDROGYNE DOREAN #2  forum page 14.The word LUX which we see frequemtly 

in the Template of the Hidden Texts means: Frequency of Light Matter. C+F+LIQUID [light] as the fifth form of 

MATTER on page 15  C+F+LUMINANT in the Template, 52 Lines for LUX 

11  1 1 Methane, a good alternative, but like the solar panels, not so effective in an ice age   9 57 2 



   
  

12 the 

word 

ROME 

O.R.M.E Orbital (contrary) Revolving Magnetic Energy generators currently in use in India.Template: find ROME.in 1999 

Allan Webber did not know about ORME They in India got desperate when the U.S. stopped coin so they went straight to free 
energy. Ormus is also known as monatomic white powder gold, the mystery element in the strange wall frieze  
handbags. The acronym is just as easily known as Orbitally Rearranged Molecular Energy. 

13 Preface  

page 4 

Pyramid power - two parallel streams of large bodies of moving water – needs obelisks made from a 

quatzite stone, a form of crystal which store energy – could be called Tesla Towers. See #6.  

14 59 
lines RADON - RADIO ELEMENTS+mercury propulsion used by the Fallen Ones / see craft which visited Adamski, 

Meier & others. Also the reason for flat tops on pyramids – for landing platforms safe for humans.   

15 48 
lines Salt storage of solar heat using acres of directed mirrors. Never under-estimate the power of a directed mirror –  

16 
too 

many to  
name 
aka 

SCALAR 

Sasar energy - (like laser but with sonic frequencies). Additional to Laser, Maser, Phaser and Ebonics, this can 

be a tool for engraving (anything) for levitating (anything) and for a weapon. The doc calls it the Medusine Device, 

and funnily enough its military nickname is the Medusa Weapon... also known as Directed Energy Field.   Being 

used in Russia in operating rooms and to cure cancers via frequencies. Being used on California, Spain and Boreal 

at 2017-8. Is utilized occasionally in our own operating rooms but kept a bit quiet for some reason. Research YINM 

17 4 46 4 Sea wave turbine power ~ works in moving creeks too. Appeared in pdf files WATERWORLD pg 25 

18 1 98 3 Solar storage into batteries - from silica panels, can be hybridized along with wind power key word was  CLYTE 

19 2 100 1 Terbium/Thorium
... 2 25 2 ... 10 13 3 ... 2 43 4 ... 3 12 4 

20 10 27 3 Tesla energy drawn directly from ozone – download as much of his patents as you can and put onto hard copy    

while you can.   OZONE  8 30 1 ... 1 72 3 

21 
STAGE 

GATEx17 
Time travel energy – controlled sonic (D.E.F) + magnetic energy.  Cymatics display the required frequencies 

22 5 lines Wind turbines, collect energy into batteries – see Tesla as Batteries. But I just use motor home batteries 

 * Capitalized words in the Preface – guided to these words via 1 27 3  and see FREE SASAR ENERGY 

 D.E.F 1 63  is the quatrain which spoke of “squeezing the air water  waves” and in the 1 63  3 quatrein  telling of the 
HARRIER CARRIER  Eldridge of  the  9 100 “new trick” – adding here this topic of directed energy fields may or 
may not be a part of the free energy systems which are running air craft, if these are not using ununpentium 

 
noting the free energy needs for EVERYONE from home to hamlet to village to business and right up to space travel 

including the GoldenCubes bending light LUX  propulsion  is covered  in this table, using  Earthly  technology 
 

The fact that one very talented man can blindly program anagrams from the Quatrain lines written by Nostradamus 

and have 22 different types of Free Energy appear, defined via those lines ~ is plain and simply painful  to the brain. 

This accomplishment of CO-INCIDENCES matches those that appear in WHAT ARE THE CHANCES ? Just how many 

does it take for an unbeliever to capitulate. To  me, 22 of them is plenty. From the Alpha (1: 1) to the Omega (10 100 4) 

10 100 4 WE FLEUU CRAFTED COPPER SEATED PROTRACTED RED FLOUU FORUUARD ~ Those Above have spread Their arms to 

encompass all of us with these 22  gifts that will help save our planet, the Living Library. 

1063  3 MEREonly just/true. ARCHER/Sagittarian HELEN UNDER/Australia SURNAMED PARCS TO REPLICATE 

NOSTREDAMUS’ TREMENDOUS ARTICLES  RESTORED MOST,  REPLICATES SORTED.     PREACHES APT  
CEREAL CROP CIRCLES,   U.N. EPARCH (CARP/Oannes ELITE),  METEOR EARDRUMS CARRHAE

(battle-loud noise)    

could be saying DRUM/warns  METEORS  EAR – in Virgo 

it needs to be stated here that even though the works of Nostradamus had me asking a little prayer April 10 1980, 
it was not until 2006 when I was in the local library and saw his book smack on top of a pile of other books, that I 

picked it up, for it to fall open at 1 63 (top right hand page) and the FIRST word I saw was "serre"; ʺsqueezing the 

waves" which hit me in the forehead as "jet power" in the moment. Since that time it also means Medusine Device: 
directed energy fields when "squeezing sonic air waves". 

1 63 2 says ORGANISES  EXPERIMENTAL  BATTLE SHIP 
1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel,terre,mer, & onde: ƚ555   Seur marchera par ciel, serre, mer, & onde:/Cheetham's edition 
PREMATURE RESOURCE. RECOURSE RE-PLACEMENT IN HARRIER CARRIER/Eldridge ARMOUR DREARIER HARM. 
RECORDER HEAR, PEER MIRRORS,* CHANCE RE-RELEASED.              so it was by chance thatAl Bielek was released 
PROCUREMENT HARMED EARLIER ADMIRERS THERMO-NUCLEAR CAREERS. 
• MIRRORS  is the Looking Glass in the portal…See Al Bielek 
Joyce writes the "computer" and Duncan Cameron were able to effectively rip open a hole in space-time *from 1983 to 
1943 to correct situations aboard the Eldridge as it went through the time warp, changing the past to change the future 
creating a paradox. Al Bielek wrote of a grey alien invasion through the 40 year rift in time, with the rift allowing many 
UFOs to invade our world.  
He also mentioned soldiers going through the time portal at Montauk to fight in a 'future war' 50 years ahead! 
1. Al Bielek and Ed Cameron's Time Line - Philadelphia Experiment 

www.bielek.com ab timeline.htm  
Al Bielek is the regressed essence of Ed Cameron. Birth date of Al ... When Ed and Duncan Cameron jump off the USS 
Eldridge, they both land in the year 2137. 
9:100:3 New trick, the great ship colored,      ELDRIDGE 

 See PDF file EMPIRICAL  PROOF 

 Recall the crystal radio? 



   
  

9 16 3 Ceux de Ribiere feront en la meflee       Those of Riviera will be in the melee (see ADRIATIC forum) 

OUR LONER NELL MEAD-UNDER  FIFTEEN EXERTS FINER RELIANCE ROLE EERIE NUMBERED STREAMS MEANT 
LEANT...FORUMS COME TRUE...  

ICE OFFENCE TO RE-INFORCE RECORDER COCKBURN’S ACCURATE FIXTURE, 
BECAUSE LABELS ABLE TABLES MERIT: CIRCULAR  CEREAL  ACRE MIXTURE; 

  INTERFERES  MUD  CLUE   CUBE’S EXTERIOR BIREO Cygnus
 

the main "mud clue" apart from "mudflood" proponents, is a personal "cue" as Da Vinci puts it. When both the Artisan 

and the Docteur said my demise will be during a very muddy event.  

Sounds good to me because that would mean the end of this drought. Except this seems to say that plan has been postponed 

~ REASON FOR MORE LINES BEEN –  
OUTFOXES INBREEDERS BLAMED: BEFORE REAL MEAL MENACE SEEN 

 REAL MEAL MENACE SEEN  a pun on the consequence of cannibalism (kuru kuru) and  those coming in to harvest usbut 
also other menaces such as the directed energy field sent to start fires 

o CIRCULAR CEREAL ACRE cropcircles.  I wonder if they are qualifying  "and not the square ones" ??                                
The answer may have been in the line about the LATTICE DAHL" the "face in lace" in FLATEARTH THEORUM and in the 

 Lay of Crimnir in the Eddur was this:
o . Valgrind is the lattice called, On the plain that it stands 
o         holy before the holy gates (stargate) : ancient is that latticed ONE,  
o         but only few know how its lock is closed.  
o           see 9 46 3 and think about the surprising fact a bubble of air when "broken under water" which might be           
o            SALT Water – gives off LIGHT – ALSO KNOWN AS  LUX 
The Face in Lace cropcircle turns out to be a Dahl (cat eyed Nordic) of the Elohim Alliances, say other lines and 
now we have a name for him, since it was he who  in 7 22 2 said 

SECRETARY MEAD RECANTOR: singer  ICON DERN Dahl CENTRES TREE CODE METRIC IN TRANCE, ERECTS MIND ZONE 
o \RECANTOR is a pun. One who sings the songs again, and also to RECANT the previous "songs" 

3 37 1 Auant l'affault oraifon prononcee,  J557 edition The speech delivered before the attack, 

OUR LAST FREE FUEL FILE FLOUU IS Kanzius NONACULEATES(having no sting) FOR PROLE 
ONCE/after,  

/marines 
ASSAULT NATAL NOSE

/Altair 
USSAT AIRPLANE OPERATES POLAR RAIN ON PRISON 

ORNATE. Libra RAT  PRISON ISLE = Earth /2020.  

  Qui par longs fiecles auoit efté grappé J557 edition Which for long centuries having been contained 1 27 3

EQUALS IS FILLING POOREST PAGE SPACE (saying this requires a forum of its own) EQUALS GROPE SLEEPING CAPITALS  
IS SPELT IN PREFACING (the Preface?) means finding (grope) the capitalised words in the Preface to the Centuries (!)  
IS SELECTING PAGE PROPOSAL (the capitalised words contain pointers to topics, the first of which in the Original Preface 
seems to be additional information which belongs here and follows 1 27 3 ) quite so! See pages 1 & 2 of the PDF file 
FREE  SASAR  ENERGY  bottom of Folio 3 of the website   hiddentextsofNostradamus.com  (not a link) 

[you all]  IS GLEEFUL IS  IOU APPROPRIATE CONQUEST OF FREE FUEL AGE. 
COLLATOR NOT FIGURES ALL OF ''COPPER'' PLATES QUES/keys.  
No, I am not an electrician, but someone will understand.     (Great Wolf ?) 
Copper-plates described in these texts may additionally be a hint in relation to the ZINC words found twice in the 
Tellinger forums for free energy. Subsequently further description was provided relating to HAOMA and the metals 
details in 10 100 4 (noting it is the very last Quatrain line) 
10 100 4 WE FLEUU CRAFTED COPPER SEATED PROTRACTED RED FLOUU FORUUARD UUARM CLOUDS UELUET PLATFORMS  
recall the strange velvety square-rectangle cloud, but we already knew Who it was, didn't we!  
Pointing out that this ANSWERS MY QUESTION (??)  "There is zinc involved here too ?? "  
(say these texts in 2 72 4)  on page 12 of 10 72 KING OF FEAR DOES NOT SAY... and just underneath the images   
with this question is 3 62 1 saying ... 
OARS Mantids UP ROLE IS DUE IN the exact same dates again, May to October.  
The line 2 72 4 pg 20 (in 10 72 DOES NOT SAY on page 12 ) contains descriptions of how and why the copper  and  sonic 
sine-tube/pipe units "rewound intence" sic. meaning tightly 
Here is where I asked again    "are these the copper-zinc units"?  Copper-zinc being Brass  
(where the word Brasil derived, as in Hi-Brasil) but also Brazil.   Copper-tin was mentioned too, this is pewter. 
Therefore this is neither a "tree of life" nor does it have wings- it is encircled by copper wiring for a torodoil result 

 QUES keys QUOTE IS PAINT GREASE GENERAL PURPOSE PLASTIC - QUIETS FLOATING SINE QUOITS (rings) IONS 
1 75 1 Le tyran Sienne occupera Sauone i557 ed 

REASON SINCERE UUISE SENTIENT SAPIENCY  UUEEPINESS:  CRONOR  UISOR EYE PROLE  ORNATE/Libra UUIN 
PENNY-UUISE INTOLERANCE (NO PENITENCE)  INSANE ALIEN INCORPORATE CLOUUNS PARTICLE ACCELERATOR PLANET 
LACERATOR UUEAPON OPENS ENTRANCE. ALLOUUS RENEUU REAL NAPOLEONIC PAUUN UUARS,  ANNOYS 
TEN  A.C.E. ICON PERSONNEL CLEANS OUT, UUARNS INNOCENT  NATURAL NATIUES SONS-IN-LAUU – ALAS – SO CENSOR CARELESS 
REPTILE;S ELITE NON PENITENCE CONTAINER-RECEPTACLE-COPIEST ELECTION ERA NOUU 
NEUU TRUE REPEAT-PEARLdate CONCISELY NARROUUS UUORSE COOLNESS POTENCE. YEAR RAT-COUU/STEER 

o REPEAT IS GEMINI May 22 – June 21. PEARL means the solstice (sun standing still day) In Gemini that date was once June 20.  
CERN PRETENCE, CAUSES CORE RESONATE NON CENTRICAL changing our orbit hence their negative "power" days 

o SONS-IN-LAUU a chain reference to matriarchal. Seems to be saying the natural natives are the babies who will not be washed 
out with the bath water   RAT-2020 COUU/STEER = OX = 2021 



   
  

 
 

 

BIBLIOGRAPHY update 

 
POST SCRIPTUM   
 
4 26 3 Denuech l'e bousq, lou gach dessous les treilhos   
SOUL REALISTS: HOLIER SCHEDULES LASTS;  HENRI SALT 
 the Bennu-Heron Giza floor plan HOCUSSED HITLER TALE   
 

 D' HERON D' ALEXANDRIE  

actually from the diaries of  Henry Salt 

 

Following  the  COMMA  directives 

from page 4 
Chez Pierre Hubault,  

 =  EZRA, CUBE CHERUB CREUU PRIZE EPIC PUBLIC CURE = PURE C BREUU  (Sodium ascorbate 
tenant ƒa Boutique   ('q'= 'c' & 'u' = 'v') 

UNIQUE AUNT VIT C BENEFIT BEATEN  EQUATIONS IN TUBE FATE 
ASTUTE  BEAUTIES USE STATUTE IN SITU TIES SUE BEASTIE SATANIC STATUE, EAT, SAUTÉ 
BITES FEET, ABUSE INFANT BUTTS 

 wow!  The Tau Cetian Dorean in other lines are said to be the "police department" of the universe 

 UNIQUE AUNT: seems to mean those from Arcturus and "uncle" from LyRa 
 UNFIT Earthlings QUOTA – raises questions doesn't it! Did the false treaties actually have  quotas? 

:en la rue Eƒcuyere,  
FRANCE EYES FULL NEARER CLUE, RUN CAREFUL  " NEURAL FLU-CURE"(hemp) CUES NEUU FREE SAUCER FUEL 115  
SERENE CERULEAN ANU  CEREALS USER, SALE RULES LAURENCE/Gardner/ormeRESCUE RECLUSE EARNS UR EA YA

 CEREALS USER – crop circles 
  

 the new "EL" leader on Earth is a female, ALE-UUREN is May 13th to  July 4th 
FEEL CRUEL YEARS U.N. CERES LUNE E.U. RUNE SELENE/our moon CERN CREUU FUEL FLEUU REEF IN QUEUE/orbit   

 could not find the in here?? 
 
à l'enƒeigne du Croiffant.           answered ??  2020 to 2023  (or add 12 years) 

 

  
 



   
  

  you saying that abrahadabra [but]  in a better way...   come tu dicesti che accaderebbe nel  bene  
meaning  something like  OPEN  SESAME  Da Vinci is speaking to Nostradamus here.    

Abracadabra = abrahadabra - An Arabic word meaning a magical opening =  the cyphers   
so Leonardo is saying he likes the  quatrains method better than the cues he is using... (which is the division of a sentence using commas) 

2 37 1 De ce grand nombre que lon enuoyera                          Of that great number that one/Oannes will send 
£   137

 2 37 1 GRACE:REGARDANCE QUEER YEAR DANGER YOU ARE NONE READY.  MELBOURNE MOB DECEMBER     
MY UNARMED COMMAS ARE SAID [to be] FAULTS – LIT AS FRAUD 
(in the quatrains where Lan and Lon minus apostrophe do not mean  
'the year' nor 'one [person]' these words mean the On/Oannes and The An/Anu) 
i557 edition 2 37 1 Of that great number that one/Oannes will send (see lon) 
MY UNARMED COMMAS ARE BEING SAID AS FAULTS – ARE TOLD LIT AS FRAUD   (lon has no apostrophe) 
in the quatrains such words as l’on and l’an appear minus the apostrophe for a reason. That lon and lan are Oannes and Anu 
 

6 38 3 Noire fangoinaire, rouge fera commis           Red (RUSS/Russia) will expose the bloodthirsty black one 
£  2424 

6 38 3  SIGNORINAS/Jill & Maria Orsic MMI/2001 ROGUE'S COMMA, ROGUERIES AROUSING MACROSEISM  
(massive earthquakes) /genocide / d.e.w. noting Enlil is ʺlord of airwaysʺ                                          

 
/ crossbred via DNA  and or treaties 

ORIGIN: GENUINE UR-E’A GRACE UINCI GENIUS  RIGOROUS SCREENING COMMAS 
ALERT LONER MATURE MEAD, ENTREPENEUR  READ LEONARDO TALE:  PARAMETER ELOQUENCE 
(pairs 2 67 1 pairs 10 40 2 & 10 25 3 ) 

 READ LEONARDO TALE:   
 

2 67 1 TO RENDER NOBLE LEONARDO: ZEE CHIEF LETTER CUE: LETTERB  BEFORE LETTERE: BE NELLA TO COMMA  

in Italian "NELLA" means "within" go to Da Vinci’s ‘Riddles’,  find  NELL  between commas  for instance makes  ENUMERATOR   
 

10 40 2  Qu'aura le pere mourant recommandé,.   Whom his dying father will have recommended: 
£  1825

10 40 2 A/Casseopea RECOMMEND MEAD MADE COMMA MODERN ENUMERATOR     

     : DAMN AMMON COMMANDER UUAQE QUADRUMANE UUAR.  NAMED UUEAQ MADMEN ALQUEDAR   
 QUADRUMANE animal with four hands, a primate. The word  APE is here too, meaning Ahpee/Sirius  

R.O. UUARN QUARAN READER MORE COMPLETE DREAMER, COMMEMORATED LEPER COMPEL'D MADE PEDO MURDERER 
CAMELOPARDAL ORDER PROMOTED MEMO MA'OMED MET ALA-LU DEMON MODEL MADE REPORT. MORE UUORM-EATEN 
ADRENAL ALTERED MOLD AMORAL ADULTERATED MEAT DNA =ALERT DEPLORE RAUU, RAPTURER KORAN NUMERATED 

 MORE MOLD ALTERED MEAT. an interesting way to describe adrenaline in halal killed/tortured meat 
 LEPER using alchemye meaning those not taught properly or using it literally CAMELOPARDALIS-orion 
 AMORAL because it is gained from tortured animals. Recall warnings about halal killed meet making "angry" DNA 

TOUUARD COMMA, LONER UNDER LEARN MEANT REAL PURER UUORD UUEAPON (sword = words) RETURNED TRUER ALARM 
READ [word weapon] Q ANON UUORM/Sagittarian (JFK Jnr) AIM PREUENT COUUARD AMP UP CRUEL RAT RACE UUAR  
 

10 25 3 Dans Peiligouxe fera commis l'outrage      In "Pelligouxe" will the outrage be commited, 
£  2753 

10 25 3  GRADUATE
/noun 

SOUL SPELLING COMMA CREATES TRUER EXPOSURE = GREATER ADAGES  
TIMOLUS

/god of mountains/Ninurta 
AND XEUS

/Enlil
 MMI/2001 PLANES AGENDA;

MICROSOMAL CELL [5G] SCARE OUTRAGED ISLAM. MUSLIM OILS ILL. 

 MICROSOMAL CELL  a pun on disrupting the central part of  blood cells by micro waves, using CELL towers 
 

7 19 4: KELL'S STAR Nemesis... ʺEDUCATE EXPLODING KELL'S STARʺ  1 42 1  
(in LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED)

 
 

 

 C+F+ 8 61 
     legion 



   
  

"If the First Mass Contact drama does take place, as the UIR/NWO presently intends - they will have already gained full 
control of EArth's portal systems, and will be able to initiate pole shift precisely when desired via the Nibiruan Battlestar, 
the crystalline installation beneath Stonehenge, England, and their global network of subterranean bases located across 
the planet. Prevention is the only way to solve this drama peacefully before it goes any further.  
If the UIR/NWO movement has its way, the illusion of peace on Earth will be maintained until they have their photo-sonic 
beam-ship fleets in position, cloaked within the lower dimension-4 frequency bands (as many are already).  
The fleets will be positioned over numerous secondary Target Sites and 24 Primary Target Sites, Earth's 12 Primary Star 
Gate "Signet Sites" and their corresponding 12 "Templar Sites," the activation sites for the corresponded Star Gates.  

DA VINCI SAYS THERE ARE 72 STARGATES  
Once fleets are positioned, progressive instigation and amplification of conflict and regional wars among human nations 
will be further implemented via psychotronic technology,  
Bosnia was the first mass experimental test run and several other tests have been already initiated in China, the Middle 
East, Russia and the USA.  
As 'ETS' remain a hidden potentiality to the masses, instances of 'Mother Mary", "Jesus," Buddha" “Crucifixes” and 
 "Holy Figure" holographic inserts, associate "Crying Statues and Paintings” and related pseudo-Divine phenomena  
will progressively appear to groups of humans who are mentally ensnared in both Traditional and  religious 
dogmas, promoting reassurance that "God‟s Chosen Ones" will be SAVED in the 'Great Cleansing' or 'Tribulation". 

Anna Hayes 
U.I.R. = UNITED INTRUDER RESISTANCE = NEW WORLD ORDER 

Now that you have read that – please join the dots with these comments: 
Rick Adam1 hour ago 

THE RECONSTRUCTION must be completed in all counties to restore YOUR government at city, county and state levels to get a 

 restored national government.

Joyce Bippus1 hour ago 

The other reason that POTUS had to let all these people spin and do their deeds, while White Hats were recording it and getting 

it all documented is because the last 4 Presidents when they left office the last thing they did, is signed documents pardoning 

everybody! you may not know about that and that pardons Hold... so that's one reason why they had to wait a couple years and 

get them for plenty of more current crimes and corruption. Obummer's Presidency will be stripped! Bush Sr. Already was and 

Jr. I had to ask my own mother, why do you think being this supposed War Hero, Sr. was  

 not ALLOWED to be buried in Arlington❓
Carolina Beth1 hour ago 

I’m 20 minutes into this video and I’m in intellectual shock. I get what you are saying, and I’m familiar with Law of the Land, and that we were 

under the 666 beast system. It is just hard to really grasp that it has been lifted, because we still are paying so many taxes, fees, and getting 

pulled over by cops for speeding, etc. Who is going to tell these judges, mortgage companies and State treasurers that we are not under their 

thumb any longer? Lol. It just seems like a fictional movie still and not the reality of freedom. 

Angel.4.Justice.56 minutes ago 

TGA.One minute we are told we have won the war against the evil,& that the evil have already been arrested & the trials have already been 

going on behind the scenes.now I'm told that the danger is worse than before.If the President had wanted to he could have declared Antifa 

terrorists and had them arrested,and had the MB deported under the 1952 act why has he not done so.�� � 

Simply Me35 minutes ago 

So the number on the back of our ss card really is a bankrupt acct # and we were really the calateral for the fed reserve money that is gone? 

Helen Parks1 second ago 

 Admiralty "law" is not Maritime Law
TheGrowingAwareness 

Published on Sep 3, 2019  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4R8mk3HEtE&lc=Ugy-k2zIjQI7wE95Gnx4AaABAg 

 

BAE SYSTEMS PURCHASES HAARP  
BAE SYSTEMS North America has reached a definitive agreement with Advanced Power Technologies, Inc. 
(APTI), to purchase the corporation for $27 million in cash.  
APTI, a private company with headquarters in Washington, D.C., focuses on intelligence, surveillance, 
reconnaissance exploitation and information processing for defense, civil and commercial uses. APTI's core 
competencies include radio frequency (RF) and optical engineering, communications and networking, signal 
and data exploitation and knowledge creation. Other disciplines include microwave engineering; antenna 
design and development; optical sensors, plasma and shock physics; advanced ordnance systems; non-
destructive testing; signal and image processing; and digital control systems, including industrial-based 
process controls.  
http://www.baesystems.com/newsroom/2003/feb/170203news1.htm 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgzcAlm2PyDa-r9O4XjQFUQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgzcAlm2PyDa-r9O4XjQFUQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnt3yiKe8qrZj_iUhAaXGcA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnt3yiKe8qrZj_iUhAaXGcA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8cXxZnyOwZr_o0LPZMT4tw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8cXxZnyOwZr_o0LPZMT4tw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCV3ltGSCGram9Mun5gYrg4w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCV3ltGSCGram9Mun5gYrg4w
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=comments&redir_token=fivTfO9hsaVP_vXHQfeNctaP6AN8MTU2NzY2MTY2MEAxNTY3NTc1MjYw&stzid=UgyPUyoBGLU5qixjmiN4AaABAg&q=http%3A%2F%2Ftga.one%2F
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=comments&redir_token=fivTfO9hsaVP_vXHQfeNctaP6AN8MTU2NzY2MTY2MEAxNTY3NTc1MjYw&stzid=UgyPUyoBGLU5qixjmiN4AaABAg&q=http%3A%2F%2Fscenes.now%2F
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8_cRmKOagmtwQWKu2yK0QA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8_cRmKOagmtwQWKu2yK0QA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNa4Yp73uGl5A9M2QZL7zVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4R8mk3HEtE&lc=Ugy-k2zIjQI7wE95Gnx4AaABAg
http://www.baesystems.com/newsroom/2003/feb/170203news1.htm



